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1. SUMMARY

On Tuesday, September 7, 1993, at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), area radiation alarms
sounded during a routine transfer of a shielding cask from the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) pool side
to a transport truck. The cask contained approximately 60,000 Curies of iridium-192, which was produced
at HFIR for use as commercial and medical radiography sources.

The event resulted in small amounts of iridium being released from the cask onto the reactor-bay floor.
The floor was cleaned, and the cask containing the iridium was shipped to a hot cell at Building 3047 on
October 3, 1993.

The event was caused by rupture of one of the iridium target rods after it was loaded into the cask for
normal transport operations. The rupture was the result of steam generation in the target rod soon after
the target rod was placed in the cask. Water had entered the target rod through a tiny defect in a weld
while the target rod was in the reactor under pressure (~500 psi).

While the target rods were in the reactor and reactor pool, there was sufficient cooling to remove the heat
generated by radioactive decay of the iridium, and this prevented steam generation inside the target rod.
When the target rod was loaded into the dry transport cask, the temperature increased sufficiently to result
in boiling of the trapped water and produced high enough pressure to result in rupture. The escaping
steam ejected some of the iridium pellets, making it possible for some of them to escape the shielding
cask.

This event was reported as Occurrence Report Number ORO--MMES-X10HFIR-1993-0030, dated
September 8, 1993 (Exhibit A).

Analysis of the circumstances related to the event indicates that the following conditions were probable
causes:

1. Less than adequate welding procedures, practices, or techniques, material controls, or inspection
methods, or some combination of these, could have led to weld defects such as those that adversely
affected the integrity of target rod IR-75.

2. Less than adequate secondary containment in the cask allowed iridium "pellets" to escape.



2. SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION

A Type B Investigation Board (Board) was appointed by the Manager of the Department of
Energy, Oak Ridge Operations (DOE-ORO), to investigate the September 7, 1993, iridium
contamination event at the HFIR site at ORNL. The Board was charged with three tasks: (1)
determine the causes of the event; (2) prepare a report on the event (this document,

DOE/OR-2004) in accordance with DOE Order 5484.1, Environmental Protection, Safety, and I
Health Protection Information Reporting Requirements; and (3) provide recommendations to
prevent similar events. Formal memoranda of appointment are included in Appendix A.

The Board reviewed and analyzed physical evidence from the event, interviewed witnesses and
involved personnel, and reviewed and evaluated documentation. The Board used methods
prescribed in DOE accident-investigation protocols, including the Events and Causal Factors
Chart (Appendix B), Barrier Analysis, Change Analysis, and Management Oversight and Risk-
Tree (MORT) techniques to ensure evaluation completeness.

The Board focused its review on management systems; procedures and practices; design,
manufacture, and handling of the iridium target rods; the event; and the recovery of the cask and
iridium product. Special emphasis was placed on the process for acceptance, control, and
handling of target rods (from initial receipt through shipping); as-low-as-reasonably-achievable
(ALARA) preplanning; and mockup training for recovery operations.



3. FACTS

3.1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1.1 General Description of the ORNL Site

ORNL is one of the three major facilities in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, operated fbr DOE by
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. (Energy Systems). Founded during World War II
under the code name X-10, ORNL supported the mission of the Manhattan Project to
produce materials for the world's first nuclear weapons. ORNL is now one of the
nation's largest multidisciplinary national laboratories. A map of the Oak Ridge area and
the HFIR site appears in Fig. 3.1. An organization chart for ORNL is presented in
Appendix C.

3.1.2 Activities at the ORNL Site

Activities at ORNL are focused on basic research, technology development, and other
technological challenges that are important to DOE and to the nation. ORNL also
performs research and development for non-DOE sponsors when such activities
complement DOE missions and address important national or international issues.

The mission of ORNL is to support DOE in six broad areas: energy production and
conservation technologies, physical and life sciences, scientific and tecfmological user
facilities, environmental protection and waste management, science and technology
transfer, and education.

Since its origin in 1942, ORNL has remained a major center for research, development,
and production missions that involve the use of a wide variety of radioactive and
hazardous materials. In support of these missions, special facilities and equipment were
designed to manage these materials. Since startup in 1965, HFIR has been used to
produce intense neutron beams for neutron diffraction experiments, materials irradiation
studies, and radioisotope production.

3.1.3 Iridium-192 Production

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) has primary responsibility for producing
iridium-192. Iridium-192 is used as radiation sources for medical applications and
industrial radiography and is produced by irradiating iridium with neutrons from a reactor
core. The iridium is in the form of small discs, oftencalled wafers or pellets, and herein
referred to as pellets. Where it is not known if whole pellets or only portions of pellets
existed, these are referred to as "particles."

The pellets are normally about 0.125 in. in diameter and 0.010 in. thick, but other shapes
are also used. The pellets are loaded into machined recesses in the outer surface of a



cylindrical core that is placed in a sheath and the ends welded, making a target rod that
is then irradiated in a reactor. The irradiated target rods are loaded into a transfer can
(hereafter referred to as the can) that is then loaded into a cask and transported to a hot
cell, where the iridium is processed into a form suitable for use by the commercial
customer.

The very high neutron fluxes in the Advanced Test Reactor at INEL and HFIR produce
iridium-192 that has more radioactivity per unit mass than can be achieved in lower-flux
reactors, and this makes a superior radiography source that is preferred by the commercial
customer. Currently, all iridium-192 produced for the United States radiography industry
is produced in these two reactors.

When the Advanced Test Reactor cannot irradiate enough iridium to meet the commercial
demand or when INEL hot-cell process facilities cannot meet the commercial demand,
INEL requests ORNL to make up the difference. The request from INEL normally comes
to the ORNL Chemical Technology Division (CTD) Isotope Production and Distribution
Program (IPDP) manager.

When the IPDP manager receives the request, it is passed to the Iridium Program manager
who contacts the Research Reactors Division (RRD) experiment coordinator to determine
the availability of HFIR to irradiate the iridium. Further, the Iridium Program manager
contacts the Irradiated Fuels Examination Laboratory (Building 3525) staff, to determine
if tbe iridium can be processed after it is irradiated in HFIR.

Once it is determined that ORNL can produce the iridium, the IPDP manager contacts
INEL and requests that the target rods be delivered to ORNL in time for the necessary
testing to be done before they go into HFIR. In addition to the target rods, INEL is to
provide ORNL (1) a sample of each batch of aluminum material used to fabricate each
target rod; (2) a letter certifying conformance to all requirements; and (3) the fabrication
package for each target rod shipped.

3.1.4 Organizational Relationships

The iridium target rods that are irradiated in HFIR are designed, fabricated, welded, and
inspected by INEL. CTD is responsible for the scheduling and planning of iridium
production activities at ORNL. The target rods are inspected at ORNL by the Health and
Safety Research Division Nuclear Medicine Group prior to irradiation, and RRD is
responsible for irradiating the target rods and loading the irradiated target rods into the
cask. Plant and Equipment Division (P&E) rigging crews and personnel deliver the
loaded cask to the Metals and Ceramics Division (M&C) Irradiated Fuels Examination
Laboratory for processing. The packaged product is certified for shipping by the
Radioactive Material Shipping and Packing organization of CTD and is transported to the
shipping and receiving facility for pickup by the customers.



DOE has a site office at the HFIR site. This office is responsible for oversight of the
reactors and the isotope program. The Office of Nuclear Energy (DOE Headquarters) has
programmatic responsibilities for the facility. DOE site personnel were involved in all
aspects of the recovery.

3.2 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

To clearly present the large number of facts identified during the course of the
investigation and to enable the reader to more easily understand this event, the facts are
presented in four groups. The first group of facts, "RECEIPT, HANDLING, AND
IRRADIATION," relates to the handling of the target rods at ORNL in preparing them
to be irradiated, including testing of the target rods and the samples, placing them in the
reactor, and removing them from the reactor after irradiation. The second group of facts,
"EVENT," relates to the event and amelioration of the event. The third group of facts,
"PLANNING, CLEANUP, AND CASK REMOVAL FROM HFIR," relates to the
activities associated with removing the cask from the HFIR bay area to a hot cell where
target rod IR-75 (the failed target rod) could be removed from the cask. The fourth group
of facts, "TARGET ROD RETRIEVAL AND ANALYSIS AND CASK RECOVERY,"
relates to the investigation of the rupture of target rod IR-75, the cleanup of the cask,
removal of the cask from the hot cell, and efforts to return the cask to use. Within each
group of facts, an attempt is made to present the relevant facts in chronological order, but
because different actions were taking place at the same time, a precise chronology cannot
be illustrated.

A visit was made by two Board members to INEL to become familiar with the
manufacture, inspection, and documentation related to the target rods. Observations by
the board members indicate the potential for introducing problems into the weld process.
These observations include: (1) all of the weld procedure requirements are not followed
in the welding process, (2) the purity of the shielding gas could not be determined, (3)
the actual flow rate of the shielding gas could not be determined, (4) the materials used
in the welding process are not fully controlled, and (5) the inspection methods used did
not include radiographs.

Personnel at INEL stated that two failures of iridium targets have occurred at INEL. At
least one of these is documented in an occurrence report, and this failure released a small
amount of contamination.

3.3 RECEIPT, HANDLING, AND IRRADIATION

3.3.1 A letter dated May 25, 1993, from the INEL experiment project manager to the ORNL
Iridium Project manager (Exhibit B) stated that target rod IR-75 and others were
shipped during the week of May 25, and that target rod IR-75 conformed to specified
requirements.



3.3.2 The receipt, storage, and transfer of the target rods at ORNL is not documented, and
there is no requirement to document them.

3.3.3 The material sample was not sent with the batch of target rods containing target rod
IR-75. It was given directly to the IPDP manager at a seminar. He said he thought
the sample was for demonstration rather than a test sample.

3.3.4 Fabrication work packages were not ser _.with the target rods as agreed to in a meeting
between ORNL and INEL personnel and as required by HPIR Experiment Safety
Assessment ESA-HFIR-92-1 (Exhibit C). There is no formal documentation of the
agreements contained in Appendix D of ESA-HFIR-92-1.

3.3.5 Chemical analysis and hardness testing required by ESA-HFIR-92-1 were not
performed until aiter the event.

3.3.6 On June 10, 1993, the RRD Experiment Coordinator sent a letter to HFIR operations
(Exhibit D) specifying that target rod IR-75 be placed in reactor position VXF 9,
beginning with cycle 319. A letter from the Iridium Program manager was attached
to this letter, and the Iridium Program manager letter also specified that target rod IR-
75 be placed in position VXF 9.

3.3.7 On June 11, 1993, target rod IR-75 was helium leak tested before and after a
hydrostatic pressure test and oven bake. The helium leak test involves pressurizing
the outside of the target rod with helium (8 psig for 12 h), removing the helium
atmosphere, placing the target rod in a vacuum, and looking for helium as an
indication of a leak. The pressure test involves pressurizing the outside of the target
rod with water, cycling the pressure between 500 and 1000 psi ten times, and then
holding at 1000 psi for 15 minutes. Immediately thereafter, the target rod is baked in
an oven at 430°F for 1 hour.

The pressure test and oven bake were not specified by RRD and thus had no I
acceptance criteria associated with them. CTD, which was responsible for the testing,
included the pressure test and oven bake to provide additional assurance of leak
tightness, relying on swelling/rupture during the oven bake as evidence of
waterlogging. The final helium leak test provides a check on the possible development
of a leak during the pressure test and oven bake that did not result in significant
waterlogging.

Prior to the target rods being shipped to ORNL, and in accordance with RRD
specifications, INEL subjects the target rods to 700 psig external pressure (HPIR
rupture-disc upper limit) using helium, after which a helium leak test is performed.

In addition to the leak test, the target rod was dimensionally checked and straightness
tested. The drawing shows the minimum diameter of the target rod to be 0.475 inches



and the maximum diameter to be 0.480 inches, with a straightness within 0.005 inches.
However, the straightness gage allows a tolerance of 0.015 inches. The diameter of
the target rod was measured twice during this test sequence, once at 0.474 inches and
once at 0.471 inches.

3.3.8 Target rod IR-75 was delivered to the HFIR shift supervisor on Friday, June 11, 1993.
The target rod remained at the HFIR site until Monday morning, June 14, 1993, when
it was prepared to be loaded into the reactor.

3.3.9 The exact storage location of target rod IR-75 at the HFIR site during this time is
unknown. Two shift supervisors said that they normally would put the target rod on
a desk or in a drawer until it went into the reactor. No one said he could remember

specifically what was done with target rod IR-75 between June 11 and June 14.

3.3.10 On June 14, 1993, target rod IR-75 was placed in the can, loaded from the can into
the tri-holder, and placed in storage in a rack in the reactor pool. This was done on
shift between 12:01 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. Nothing abnormal was identified when
loading the target rod. The target rod sat in storage in the reactor pool until
June 15, 1993.

3.3.11 On June 15, 1993, the tri-holder containing target rod IR-75 was removed from
storage and placed in position VXF 9 in the reactor. This was done about 3:00 a.m.
Target rod IR-75 remained in position VXF 9 until September 5, 1993.

3.3.12 On August 31, 1993, the can and cable to be used for loading the target rods into the
cask were installed in the cask at Building 3525. The inside of the cask had
removable beta gamma contamination levels ranging from 200 dprn/100 em 2 to 1500
dpm/100 cm 2. These levels were within ORNL allowable limits. No alpha
contamination was detected.

3.3.13 On September 2, 1993, prior to moving the cask to the HFIR site for loading the
target rods, the outside of the cask was surveyed. The removable beta gamma
contamination levels were less than 200 dpm, and the removable alpha contamination
levels were less than 20 dpm. The external radiation levels were less than 2 mR&.
The cask was transported to the HFIR bay area later on September 3, 1993.

3.3.14 Target rod IR-75 had been in HFIR for fuel cycles 319, 320, and 321. Fuel cycle 321
was terminated at 1:23 a.m. on September 4, 1993.

3.3.15 On September 5, 1993, after 5681 MWd of irradiation, the tri-holder containing target
rod IR-75 was removed from position VXF 9 in the reactor and placed in storage rack
B 8 in the reactor pool at 5:35 a.m. It remained in this storage location until
September 7, 1993.



3.3.16 On September 7, 1993, target rod IR-75 was removed from the tri-holder in rack B 8
and placed in position number 5 in the can. Target rods 38, 39, 72, 73, 74, and 108,
which also contain iridium pellets, were also placed in the same can.

3.3.17 The 72-hour decay time for the target rods shipped after fuel cycle 321 was shorter
than usual. The Iridium Program manager verified that the activity limits were
acceptable for this shorter period in a letter to an Office of Operational Readiness and
Facility Safety (ORFS) representative (Exhibit E). The ORFS representative concurred
on August 24, 1993. (If the decay time is too short, the target rods could melt after
being placed in the dry shipping cask.)

3.3.18 On September 7, 1993, between 3:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m., the process of loading the
cask was begun. The cask was loaded from the bottom. The rotary valve in the
bottom section of the cask was opened, and the cask was lowered so that the bottom
end extended several inches into the reactor pool water. The can containing seven
target rods (with target rod IR-75 in position 5) was pulled up into the upper part of
the cask, out of the pool water, and into the dry cask cavity. The rotary valve was
then closed and the cask raised above the pool water to allow water to drain from the
cask.

3.3.19 Water in the can drained through holes directly beneath each target rod and through
holes in the side of the can. Drainage from the annulus between the target rod and
tubular target-rod holder tends to be relatively slow, because the bottom end of the
target rod covers the drain hole, even when the target rod is in an extreme lateral
position. The water then drained through the clearance between the rotaD' valve and
the surrounding portion of the cask.

3.3.20 The cask was rinsed with deionized water while suspended over the pool and allowed
to drain. Radiation level measurements were taken immediately after the cask was
raised above the pool; the levels were about 2 mR/h at contact below the cask. These
levels were within limits and typical of past experience.

3.3.21 The cask was moved to the poolside Contamination Area where it was wiped down,
and a complete radiological survey was performed. No levels exceeding ORNL
criteria or indicative of abnormal conditions were detected.

3.3.22 The cask was then moved from the Contamination Area and placed on blotter paper
in the reactor-bay area to await loading on a truck for transporting to the hot cell.
About 45 minutes elapsed from the time the cask was raised above the water until it
was placed on the blotter paper.

3.3.23 At that point the cask was sitting in a vertical position, but the cask is transported in
a horizontal position. The cask was designed with an additional set of lifting lugs near
the center of gravity so that it could be lifted and rotated to the horizontal position.



3.3.24 Although the drawings for the cask show the presence of a bolted flange for closing
the lower cask port, HFIR personnel said the flange is not used. Procedure
RRD-TP-25, Revision 5, HRLEL 6-1/2" Carrier HFIR Underwater Loading Procedure,
does not require that the bottom cover flange be installed, and it was not.

3.4 EVENT

3.4.1 The Plant and Equipment Division (P&E) rigging crew arrived about 5:00 p.m. on
September 7, 1993, to rotate the cask to the horizontal position and lift the cask to the
bed of the transport truck. About 5:25 p.m., rigging was completed, and the health
physics (HP) technician on duty performed a prelift survey. No abnormal radiological
readings were noted, but the survey did not include the bottom of the cask, because
the bottom was not accessible.

3.4.2 Until the time of the lift on September 7, 1993, all radiation and contamination
surveys made in relation to moving the cask, which contained the target rods, from
the HFIR site to the Irradiated Fuels Examination Laboratory hot cells were within the
ORNL acceptable limits and consistent with past experience.

3.4.3 About 5:28 p.m., the riggers began to lift the cask slowly off the floor. The rigging
was conducted per RRD Procedure RRD-TP-25, HRLEL 6-1/2" Carrier HFIR
Underwater Loading Procedure. RRD-TP-25 did not meet all requirements of the
DOE Hoisting and Rigging Manual in that it did not require P&E riggers to be a part
of the pre-lift briefing. Guidance to the P&E riggers is general in nature, rather than
detailing specific actions to be taken. When the cask was about 2 feet above the
floor, the riggers began to rotate the cask from the vertical to the horizontal position.
When the cask was rotated about 30 degrees from the vertical, the radiation alarms
in the bay sounded. This was approximately 5:30 p.m. The alarms are located about
60 feet from the cask and alarm when they detect radiation levels above 22.5 mRS.
When the i,adiation alarm sounded, it also annunciated in the reactor control room.

3.4.4 At the time the radiation alarms sounded, 11 people were in the reactor-bay area: two
operators, two instrumentation and controls (I&C) technicians, one truck driver, two
HP technicians, three riggers, and one ironworker (the foreman for the transport crew).
The two I&C technicians were performing work that was unrelated to loading the cask
on the truck.

3.4.5 When the radiation alarms sounded, the HP technician had a survey instrument and
continuously monitored radiation levels in the area of the cask. Based on this, the
rigger, one HP technician, and one operator remained in the bay to lay the cask down
in a horizontal position on the floor. The other eight people left the area immediately.
After the cask was laid in the horizontal position on the floor, the operator and the
rigger left the bay area. The HP technician remained in the reactor bay to survey the
cask.



As the cask reached the floor in the horizontal position, a reactor shift supervisor
(RSS) and another HP technician entered the bay area. The RSS determined that the
horizontal position was unsafe, because radiation was possibly streaming from the
bottom of the cask. The two HP technicians and the RSS moved the rigging cables
from the middle lifting lugs and placed them on the top lifting lugs. The RSS used
the crane to tilt the cask, keeping-one edge of the cask on the floor, into a vertical
position on the floor. The cask came to rest on blotter paper and one rigging cable
that had been used earlier to allow access to the cable that raised and lowered the can

in the cask. The HP technicians worked under the guidance of the RSS, who was
fully trained and qualified to make the lift.

3.4.6 One HP technician took radiation readings and noted the following levels: about 5R/h
on contact at the center of the east side of the bottom portion of the cask; 3 R_ on
the north side of the cask about 12 feet from the cask bottom; 3 RA1on contact at the
top of the square bottom portion of the cask, and 1 to 2 R_ on contact at the top of
thecask.

3.4.7 At 5:31 p.m., the HFIR operations manager activated the building evacuation alarm,
and the RSS announced the evacuation of the building. When the building evacuation
alarm was sounded, a signal was simultaneously sent to the laboratory shift
superintendent and the emergency response plan was initiated.

The evacuation procedure requires that the building search team conduct a search of
the building anytime the evacuation hom sounds. The search team consisted of the
RSS and the three HP technicians. The RSS searched the bay area, one HP technician
searched a heat exchanger cell where work was being done, one HP technician
checked the hallways and area outside the reactor bay, and one HP technician searched
the third-floor area of the building. No one was found in the building during the
search.

3.4.8 The building was evacuated, and a personnel accountability survey was made. Two
people were unaccounted for. Members of the local response emergency team
reentered the HFIR building and searched the experiment room and adjacent office
area for the two unaccounted for people. No one was found in the building during
these searches.

The two people unaccounted for were contacted at their homes. One person had
tbrgotten to "badge out" of the building, and the other person stated that the badge
reader did not function properly upon badging out, but he did not report this to
building operations personnel. General User Training requires that personnel "badge
in" and "badge out".
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All personnel evacuated from the building were surveyed for contamination, and no
contamination was detected. The results of this survey were not documented nor
entered into the HP log.

3.4.9 The HFIR building evacuation and the personnel accountability activities were
completed about 6:30 p.m.

3.4.10 The first action in trying to determine the scope of the situation was to verify the
position of the latch handle on the rotary valve in the bottom of the cask. It was
speculated that, if the latch handle had loosened, the rotary valve could rotate to an
open position, allowing radiation to stream from the bottom of the cask.

The rotary valve in the bottom of the cask consists of a rotating cylinder that provides
shielding when closed and has a transverse hole that can be aligned with the cask
cavity to allow loading and unloading of a can. The valve is positioned by rotating
a latch handle at the side of the cask. The latch handle can be rotated 90 degrees
from the fully closed position (about 8 o'clock) to the fully open position (about
4 o'clock).

In 1992, the cask was modified to add a pin to lock the latch handle in the closed
position to ensure the rotary valve would not rotate toward the open position while
the cask was being handled.

About 7:00 p.m., several attempts were made to verify the position of the latch handle
by using a remote camera. The position of the latch handle could not be conclusively
determined.

3.4.11 At 7:45 p.m., an event critique was held. Notes from the critique are included as
Exhibit F.

3.4.12 At 9:00 p.m., the RSS entered the control room with a hand-held radiation monitoring
instrument. The RSS reviewed the status of plant systems and the instruments reading
the radiation levels in the plant. Radiation levels were normal throughout the building
except in the reactor-bay area and at the east window in the third-floor hallway
outside the control room, where the readings were 3 mlUh.

3.4.13 The DOE headquarters alternate for the primary contact was on site when the event
occurred. This DOE representative was asked shortly after the event occurred (before
6:00 p.m. on September 7, 1993) how he wanted the initial phone report to be made.
This DOE representative said the primary contact was not available until after 8:00
p.m. and to wait until then to initiate the phone bridge. The phone bridge was
initiated at 8:15 p.m. and completed at 9:00 p.m.
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3.4.14 About 10:30 p.m., as a result of the critique, an HP technician entered the reactor-bay
area with a survey meter and visually verified that the latch handle on the cask was
in the closed position.

3.4.15 On September 8, 1993, at about 11:30 a.m., a radiation survey of some areas around
the cask was conducted using a robot. This survey identified radiation levels of 500
R/h on contact at one spot near the cask. As the distance from _ e cask increased to
3 feet, the radiation levels dropped to 0.5 R/h. It was determi'aed from the robot
survey that personnel could enter the area to perform more detailed surveys.

One wheel on the robot was contaminated during the survey to a level of about 60,000
dpm/100 cm2. One "particle" was removed using tape. The "particle" was analyzed
and was determined to be iridium-192.

3.4.16 On September 8, 1993, at about 2:30 p.m., the radiation fields in the bay area were
evaluated. Surveys were made with extended-probe radiation detectors to identify the
sources and locations of these fields. High radiation levels that dropped off quickly
were found, indicating that small, highly radioactive "particles" were present. The
radiation levels near the "particles" changed with movement of the instrument so
rapidly that it was difficult to determine their exact location and size.

3.4.17 About 5:00 p.m. on September 10, 1993, the truck that had been parked in the bay
area to haul the loaded cask from the HFIR site to the hot cell was moved because it

was in the radiation field and interfered with investigation and recovery efforts. The
truck was equipped with air brakes, and it had to be moved before the air pressure
bled off and locked the brakes. The truck brakes were released and the truck was

towed out of the bay area using a tow motor. The truck was surveyed and returned
to service.

3.4.18 On September 10, 1993, at about 9:20 p.m., a thermal imaging camera was used to
try to identify the number of sources and locations of the radiation readings. One
discrete radioactive "particle" was located near one comer of the cask using the
thermal imaging camera technique.

3.4.19 On September 11, 1993, at about 1"00 a.m., the "particle" was recovered by placing
duct seal on the end of a tool about 10 feet long, moving the end around the area of
the source, and picking the source up in the duct seal. The "particle" was then placed
in a shielded container. The "particle" had a radiation reading of about 450 R_ at
contact while it was lying on the floor. The actual recovery of the highest reading
iridium "particles" resulted in 0.042 person-rem.

3.4.20 On September 11, 1993, at about 3:45 a.m., after the radiation field had been reduced
by removing the radioactive "particle", the ventilation recirculation system in the
reactor-bay area was shut off, the filters in both stationary air monitors located in the
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bay area were removed and replaced with new filters, and the radiation alarms were
reset. The ventilation was not returned to service until the area was decontaminated.

Radioactivity was detected on filters from both stationary air monitors in the HFIR
bay. The maximum amount was approximately 0.010 #Ci and was analyzed to be
iridium. The actual release mechanism and estimated concentration in air could not

be determined. No radioactivity above background levels was detected from air
samplers placed near the cask during recovery operations.

3.4.21 On September 11, 1993, at about 3:00 p.m., one equipment operator, one reactor
operator, and two HP technicians went into the bay area to vacuum around and
underneath the cask to remove as many loose "particles" as possible. The vacuum was
located in a shielded box.

3.4.22 On September 11 and 12, 1993, a lead-lined pan was fabricated to fit on the bottom
of the cask to provide shielding and thus minimize exposure during the recovery
operations. Since the cask would now have to be transported in the vertical position,
Building 3525 could not accommodate it. Therefore, it would be taken to Building
3047.

3.4.23 On September 13, 1993, at about 5:15 p.m., the cask was lifted up and placed in the
lead-lined pan. As the cask was lifted, radiation levels in excess of 1000 R_ were
measured underneath the cask. The floor area that had been underneath the cask was

immediately vacuumed, and a forklift was used to place a piece of lead shielding on
top of the area.

3.4.24 On September 14, 1993, at about 7:45 p.m., the lead shield was lifted using the
forklift, aa_dthe area where the cask had been sitting was vacuumed by a technician.
The blotter paper and choker were placed in a shielded box by the robot, and the lead
shield was replaced.

3.4.25 On September 15, 1993, at about 3:00 a.m., a survey to locate the remaining sources
of radiation was done. A highly collimated gamma detector with an aligned laser
attached to the collimator was used. This survey was made from the third floor, the
floor above the bay, and no entry into the bay radiation fields was required. When
the maximum count rate on the spectrometer was obtained, the laser was turned on
and the location of the radiation source was identified.

The lead shielding on the forklift that had been placed on the floor over the area
where the cask had been sitting was lifted. The radioactive "particles" not picked up
by the vacuuming done earlier were picked up with a vacuum cleaner and placed in
the shielded container.
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3.4.26 Twenty Radiation Work Permits (RWP) were written to control work performed at the
HFIR site after the initial evacuation. Thirty-seven persons made 70 entries under
these RWPs.

The following table summarizes the personnel radiation exposures for the iridium
contamination event. The term "release" means activities up to and including the
reentry by the HP technician to verify the latch position. The term "recovery" means
all those activities covered by RWPs at the HFIR site and the transportation of the
cask to the Building 3047 hot cells. The term "3047" applies to all events at Building
3047 until the cask was placed in the hot cell. The units of collective exposure are
person-rem, the other units are rem.

Table 3.1

collective high average

release 0.198 0.055 0.013

recoveI3, 0.512 0.240* 0.014

3047 0.011 0.002 0.001

TOTAL* 1.144' - -

*NOTE: Entries marked with an asterisk are established using thermoluminescent
dosimeter (TLD) readings and taking supplemental dosimetry into account, so the total
is not necessarily a sum of the other entries, which were obtained from direct-reading
dosimeter (DRD) readings.

Most of the collective exposure during the "recovery" was incurred by two persons
during one operation: removing the blotter paper and choker from the cask area.
These two persons incurred a collective exposure of 0.305 person-rem according to
DRD readings. (A robot was also used during this work.) All workers were within
laboratory administrative limits and met ALARA _oals. The collective exposure was
about 20 percent of the DOE annual limit for a_, .,ldividual, and about half the ORNL
annual ALARA goal for an individual.

3.4.27 Thirteen individuals received whole-body counts in an attempt to detect internally
deposited iridium. All results were less than thi_ minimum detectable activity for
iridium. Administrative approvals existed for all recovery operations.

3.4.28 Daily planning sessions wee held with health physics personnel, managers, ALARA
staff, engineers, and DOE personnel. These planning sessions determined what the
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next day's activities were to be, the physical and administrative controls, and the
exposure limits.

3.4.29 During the event, information supplied to DOE Headquarters personnel was often
supplied outside of the normal channels of communication. Information was requested
by many different people. Because conditions were constantly changing, as "informal"
updated information was supplied, the "formally" transmitted information sometimes
appeared erroneous. This precipitated even more "informal" information requests,
resulting in almost a total breakdown of the "formal" communications channel.

3.5 PLANNING, CLEANUP, AND CASK REMOVAL FROM HFIR

3.5.1 An ALARA plan (Exhibit G) to remove the cask from the HFIR bay and transport it
to a hot cell was approved on September 30, 1993. The plan included dosimetry
requirements, expected dose rates and exposures, and access controls to maintain the
exposures within the plan estimates. The estimated collective exposure was 0.216
person-rem. The actual collective exposure was 0.011 person-rem, or about 5 percent
of the plan estimate.

3.5.2 Mockups were used to simulate a transportation "dry-run" prior to the transport of the
cask. A "dry-run" document (Exhibit H) was generated on September 28, 1993, and
a similar empty cask was used to approximate unloading and placing the cask in the
hot cell. This allowed the specially-built trolley and other special tools to be tested
prior to handling the actual cask.

3.5.3 On October 3, 1993, the cask and the lead-lined pan were moved to the hot cell at
Building 3047 for removal of the target rods and cask recovery.

3.5.4 The air sample taken during Building 3047 operations had no detectable radioactivity
levels above background detected.

3.6 TARGET ROD RETRIEVAL AND ANALYSIS AND CASK RECOVERY

3.6.1 At Building 3047, the shield plug was removed from the cask to reveal the upper end
of the can containing seven target rods.

3.6.2 Several iridium pellets and small pieces of dark fluffy material were on top of the can.

3.6.3 After removing the locking ring from the top of the can, more pellets were found on
top of the can.

3.6.4 Smears were taken from the upper end of the can at the location of each target rod,
and the activities indicated that position 5 contained a ruptured target rod. Position
5 contained target rod IR'75.
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3.6.5 Removal of the seven target rods from the can revealed a rupture in target rod IR-75
but not in any of the others. The rupturewas oriented longitudinally. It was about
1 inch long, and the center was about 1.5 inches from the upper end of the target rod.
The maximum lateral opening was about 0.2 inches.

3.6.6 Visual inspection revealed that at least ten pellets were missing from target rod IR-75,
and more were deliberately shaken out during the recovery process. Further,a white,
powdery deposit was on the inside surfaces of the target rod.

3.6.7 A portion of the weld on the upper end of target rod IR-75 appeared to have a
"whisker" embedded in it. The weld area varied in color from black to shiny, and
there was a depression near the leak site.

3.6.8 A leakage path through the upper-end weld was discovered by pressurizing the interior
void space in the target rod with nitrogen gas through the rupture and submerging the
target rod in water. With 15-psi differential pressure, there were no bubbles, but with
30 psi, bubbles emanated from a location in the weld at the upper end. There were
no other indications of leaks, even at 60 psi.

3.6.9 The leak was in the vicinity of the "whisker." It could not be determined whether the
"whisker" contributed to the development of the leakage path.

3.6.10 The swelling of the sheath in the vicinity of the rupture was not uniform around the
sheath but increased going from the backside of the target rod to the longitudinal
centerline of the rupture.

3.6.11 After the leak site was located, target rod IR-75 was moved to a hot cell in Building
3525, where metallographic analysis was performed.

3.6.12 Radiographs of six unirradiated target rods revealed lack of fusion in the welds on two
of the target rods. Radiographs of the cutoff ends of target rod IR-75 were of
relatively poor quality and were inconclusive.
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Fig. 3.1. Map of Oak Ridge area and the HFIR site.
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4. ANALYSIS

4.1 SUMMARY

On September 7, 1993, at about 4:30 a.m., seven iridium target rods, located in a can,
were placed in a cask at the HFIR site. Subsequently, the cask was moved to the reactor-
bay floor beside the pool. About 13 hours later, the cask was raised and tilted in
preparation for loading on a transfer truck. During the tilting operation, the building area
radiation alarms sounded, indicating that radioactive material had been released from the
cask and thus that one or more target rods had failed. Subsequently, more precise
measurements of activity indicated that one or more iridium "particles" had escaped the
cask, further indicating failure of one or more target rods.

The cask was transferred to a hot cell, and it was eventually determined that one of the
target rods had experienced rupture of the sheath (Fig. 4.1), and that several iridium
pellets had been ejected through the rupture. The investigation revealed that the rupture
was the result of expansion of water and steam in the void space in the target rod. The
water entered the target rod through a defect in the weld at the upper end of the target rod
while the target rod was being subjected to external water pressure in the reactor. The
rupture occurred after the target rod was placed in the cask, where the complete absence
of cooling water resulted in calculated target rod temperatures high enough to cause
sufficient internal steam pressure to result in rupture. While the target rod was in the
reactor and reactor pool, the calculated temperatures of the target rod were low enough
to prevent rupture.

Problems noted in the target-rod manufacturing process could have reasonably affected
weld quality, but none of these problems could definitely be established as a direct cause
of the weld failure.

The Events and Causal Factors Chart is shown in Appendix B.

4.2 RECEIPT, HANDLING, AND IRRADIATION

This portion of the analysis addresses the management systems that control the Iridium
Program at ORNL. Requirements for the Iridium Program are generated by INEL, the
Chemical Technology Division, and the Research Reactors Division. Additionally, testing
of the target rods is done by the Health and Safety Research Division's Nuclear Medicine
Group.

The lack of written instructions and detailed documentation describing management of the
target rods resulted in some difficulty in determining the events in the life of target rod
IR-75 at ORNL. There are no instructions pertaining to the receipt of tatget rods, no
documentation of the receipt of target rods, and no requirement to have these instructions.
There are no procedures that describe the storage of target rods at the HFIR site prior to



irradiation. The exact location of target rod IR-75 between June 11 and June 14, 1993,
could not be determined, but target rods are normally kept on a desk or in a drawer until
they are placed in the reactor.

Additionally, operating procedures for handling the target rods and tri-holders and for
positioning them in HFIR did not specifically address the target rodsand tri-holders used.
A procedure for removable beryllium (a position in the reactor) quadholders is used, but
these are not the same target rods and not the same position in the reactor.

Narrative logs kept at the HFIR site contained entries such as "Completed iridium moves"
and "completed target rod bundle work per shutdown schedule" but do not describe what
was actually done.

Documents defining requirements for the program were not always signed in the indicated
places before use to document management awareness and acceptance of those
requirements. Experiment Safety Assessment, ESA-HFIR-92-1 was not signed by the
Office of Operational Readiness and Facility Safety representative. However, a letter was
issued by this office approving the assessment. Additionally, Attachment D of this same
assessment, "Fabrication Requirements for Iridium Irradiation Capsules Fabricated at
INEL and Irradiated at ORNL," was not signed as accepted by any of the eight reviewers.
The handwritten version was signed.

Fabrication work packages, which include material manufacturer's heat numbers and
material samples for each batch of material, were to be shipped with the target rods, but
this was not done for target rod IR-75. The sample was given to the IPDP manager at
a seminar rather than shipped with the target rod. The manager thought the test sample
was for demonstration, and thus the sample was not tested for hardness and chemical
composition as required until after the event. When tested, the sample passed the required
tests.

ORNL target-rod test criteria were compared with test documentation. Target rod IR-75
was required to have a minimum diameter of 0.475 inches. Target rod IR-75 was actually
measured twice at 0.474 and 0.471 inches, both less than the minimum acceptable
diameter. Acceptance of target rod IR-75 was on the basis of acceptable helium leak-test
results.

The specification for making measurements of the diameter of the target rod does not
include the weld areas. These areas are the most likely to be undersized because they are
hand filed to remove excess weld material. Typical cross sections of the ends of target
rods indicate the ends are tapered after filing, resulting in an undersized diameter in the
weld area at the end of the sheath. This increases the chances of a defect in the weld

. extending from the annulus between the sheath and the core to the outer surface of the
target rod and becoming a leakage path.
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During early discussionsbetween ORNL and INEL aboutprocessing iridium at ORNL,
INEL offered the use of a sealed can to hold the target rods inside the cask, but ORNL
declined this offer. ExperimentSafety AssessmentESA-HFIR-92-1,Irradiationof INEL
IridiumTargets in the HFIRSVXF, wasperformedprior to the iridium programreturning
to ORNL. However, no specific documentexists that rejects the INEL sealed target-rod
container. The reusableINEL containerwas not used because there was a concern that
a reusablecontainercould be a potential source of contamination (from the hot cells) of
the HFIRpool. Because the rotaryvalve is designedwith a clearancebetween the valve
and the cask, this decision left the target-rodsheathand weld as the only barriersbetween
the iridiumpellets andthe outsideof the cask. Target-rodfailures have occurred,and that
is one reason INEL used the sealed can.

4.3 EVENT

The event was initiatedwhen arearadiationalarmssounded duringthe attemptto load the
cask on a truck for transport to the hot cells. When the radiation alarms sounded, all
personnel in the HFIRbay immediatelyevacuatedexcept one rigger, one HI' technician,
and one reactoroperatorwho remained long enough to lower the cask to the floor in a
horizontal position. The rigger and reactoroperatorthen left the bay area. As the cask
reached the floor, the RSS and a different HI'technician entered the bay. The RSS was
concerned that the rotary valve in the bottomof the cask had partially opened, reducing
the shielding and allowing radiation to stream out of the cask. The RSS and two HI'
technicians then moved the cask to the vertical position keeping it close to the floor, so
the beams of radiationwould be shielded by the floor. Then they evacuated the bay.

The next actions were to evacuate the buildingand account for personnel. When the
reactor-bay r_iation alarms sounded, the operations manager was in a room adjacent to
the control room and was working on other aspects of reactoroperations. He noted that
personnel radiation monitors storedin the control room were sounding, noted personnel
evacuating the bay, and sounded the buildingevacuation alarm within one minute of the
reactor-bay alarms. This action automatically initiated the HFIR emergency response
plan. The building was searched. No one was found, and personnel assembled at the
assembly point and were surveyed for radioactivecontamination; none was detected.

Two personnel were unaccounted for after the building was evacuated, and the areas
where these personnel had been were searched;no one was found. One person was
locatedathome almost immediately,andone was locatedat home about45 minuteslater.
One person said he had forgottento "badgeout" of the personnel accountabilitysystem
when leavingas required. The othersaidhis badgedid not work in the badgereader,but
he did not report this to build__goperationspersonnel.
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The collective exposure for the event listed in Table 3.1 consists of 0.138 person-rem
for the evacuation and an additional 0.060 person-rem for searching the building.
There was a truck driver in the bay at the time of the initial alarm who did not have
a DRD, but his TLD was read, and his exposure was zero. These exposure levels
indicate that the emergency plan and actions of personnel were effective in minimizing
exposure.

The Board made extensive efforts to determine if there were indications prior to the
event that could or should have alerted personnel to abnormal conditions. It was
determined that there were no indications that could have reasonably alerted personnel
to the target-rod rupturein the cask. An additional radiological survey, which was not
required, was done immediately prior to lifting the cask, although the bottom was not
accessible. This survey detected no abnormal conditions.

4.4 TECHNICAL EVALUATION

4.4.1 Description of Target Rod

The target rod that failed is designated IR-75. As indicated in Fig. 4.2, it is made up
of two pieces of 6061-T6 aluminum tubing: the core, which has the pellets inset in
shallow recesses in the outer surface, and an outer sheath that retains the pellets and
is attached to the core by circumferential welds at either end. As a result of the
welding process, the T6 high-strength condition is not retained over the full length of
the assembly. The strength is less toward the welds, and this reduced strength may
extend as much as 2 inches from the weld (based on calculated temperatures during
welding), which is where the rupture occurred.

4.4.2 Inspection

Target rod IR-75 was inspected on three separateoccasions for leakage using a helium
leak-test procedure. One test was made at INEL following fabrication, and two tests
were done at ORNL. The two tests at ORNL were done during the same testing
sequence in preparation for placing the target rod in HFIR. The target rod was helium
leak-tested, pressure-tested, and again helium leak-tested during the test sequence.
The target rod passed the helium leak tests.

4.4.3 Irradiation History

Target rod IR-75 was irradiatedin HFIR for three consecutive fuel cycles (cycles 319,
320, and 321); the last cycle ended on September 4, 1993. It was then stored in the
pool until September 7, 1993, when it was moved into the shipping cask.

I
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.4.4 Shipping-Cask Experience and Performance
The cask (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) was loaded from the bottom, after the rotary valve in the bottom [
section of the cask was opened, and after the cask was lowered so that the bottom end extended i
several inches into the reactor pool water. The can (Fig. 4.5), containing seven target rods, with
target rod IR-75 in position 5 (Fig. 4.6), was pulled up into the upper part of the cask (Fig. 4.4)
into a dry cavity. Water in the can drained through holes directly beneath each target rod and
through holes in the side of the can. Drainage from the annulus between the target rod and
tubular target-rod holder (Fig. 4.5) tends to be relatively slow because the bottom end of the
target rod covers the drain hole even when the target rod is in an extreme lateral position. If
the target rod is tilted or the end of the target rod is uneven (weld variability), the drainage rate
tends to be enhanced. The drainage time is also influenced by the time required to raise the can
out of the pool up into the dry cavity in the cask.

The rate at which the can drains is a factor because it influences the local heat-up rate of the
target rod and thus the longitudinal variation in temperature and thus strength of the target-rod
sheath. Because the upper portion of the target rod dries out first, it will be at the highest
temperature during the drainage process.

After, and as, the water level recedes, natural convection of air tends to maintain a higher
temperature in the upper portion of the target rod. However, the longitudinal cosine distribution
of the decay-heat power distribution tends to result in a maximum temperature at midlength.
The net result is a maximum temperature somewhat above midlength.

Calculation of the target rod temperatures while the target rod is in the cask is difficult because
of the complex geometry and the uncertainty in the heat generation rate and heat transfer
coefficients. Heat is transferred to the cask mairdy by radiation, and the emissivities of the
several different surfaces are not known very well. A best-estimate analysis (Ref. 1) indicates
a maximum target-rod temperature of ~840°F, while a +26 (two standard deviations) value is
close to the melting point (there is no physical evidence that melting took place). The time for
the target rod to achieve the maximum temperature is ~10 minutes (Ref. 2), which is
substantially longer than the drainage time but less than the time that the cask remained
suspended over the reactor pool (~15 minutes). Thus, timewise, it is possible that rupture of
target rod IR-75 took place while the cask was over the pool. There is no indication that pellets
fell into the pool. However, it cannot be totally ruled out.

There was no indication of unusual radiation dose rates associated with the target rods before

and shortly after they were placed in the cask. After the cask was loaded and the cask valve
closed, the cask was moved to the reactor-bay floor adjacent to the pool. There was still no
indication of unusual radiation dose rates on the outside of the cask. In preparation for loading
the cask on the transfer truck, the cask was raised off the floor and tilted to a horizontal position.
During the tilting operation, the radiation monitors alarmed. The cask was returned to an upright
position, and subsequent local monitoring indicated that one or more iridium "particles" had been
released from the cask. From this, it was apparent that one or more target rods had failed.
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Eventually, the cask was placed in a lead-lined pan and taken to a hot cell in
Building 3047.

4.4.5 Hot-Cell Examinations (Building 3047)

Upon opening the top of the cask, several pellets and small pieces of a dark fluffy
material were found on top of the can (Fig. 4.7). After removing the can from the
cask and then removing the locking ring at the top of the can, several more pellets
were found. Smears were taken from the upper end of each target-rod holder tube and
counted for radioactivity. The count rates indicated that the target rod in position 5
(Fig. 4.6) had ruptured. The target rod in this position was IR-75. Subsequent
removal of the target rods from the can, and a close visual inspection, confirmed that
target rod IR-75 was the only target rod that had failed.

The specific failure of target rod IR-75 was a 1-inch-long, longitudinally oriented
rupture of the target-rod sheath, with the center of the rupture being ~1.5 inches from
the weld at the upper end (Figs. 4.1 and 4.8). The maximum opening in the sheath
was -0.2 inches, large enough to observe that at least ten pellets were missing (Fig.
4.8).

The large size of the rupture in the target-rod sheath indicated that the rupture was the
result of high internal pressure and the expansion of steam. A search was made for
a leak that would allow water to enter the void space in the target rod.

A visual inspection of the target rod did not positively reveal a leak site, although
there was_suspect porosity on the surface of the welds. Thus, internal pressure was
applied with nitrogen gas, through a fitting applied over the rupture (Fig. 4.9) with
the exposed areas of the target rod placed under water. With 15-psi differential
pressure, there were no bubbles, but with 30 psi, bubbles emanated from a location
in the weld at the upper end (Fig. 4.10). There were no additional indications of
leaks, even at 60 psi.

The visual inspection of the target rod did reveal some interesting features: (1) a
"whisker" appeared to be embedded in the weld at the upper end close to the location
of the leak site (Fig. 4.11); (2) the weld area varied in color from black to shiny, and
there was a depression near the leak site (Fig. 4.11); and (3) the swelling of the
sheath in the vicinity of the rupture was not uniform around the sheath but increased
going from the backside of the target rod to the longitudinal centerline of the rupture
(Fig. 4.12). This latter feature is the consequence of azimuthal variations in
dimensions or properties that result in local necking down of the wall, followed by
reduced local resistance to swelling as the wall thins further and the radius of
curvature increases locally.
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Another observation was that there was a white, powdery material inside the target rod
[observed through ruptureopening in the sheath, (Fig. 4.8)].

Following these observations and tests, the target rods were moved to a hot cell in
Building 3525, where additional operations and observations could be made. See
Section 4.4.7 for radiography results.

4.4.6 Hot-Cell Examinations (Building 3525)

The first major operation in Building 3525 was to cut off both ends of the target rod
at the usual cutoff location [~0.4 inches from the end, (Figs. 4.2 and 4.13)]. The cut
surface (plane A, Fig. 4.13) was polished, and then the wall thickness of the sheath
was checked (Fig. 4.14). The wall thickness appeared to be reasonably uniform. (The
design drawing does not specify tolerances on concentricity of inner and outer
surfaces. The dimensional tolerance on wall thickness, assuming concentricity, is
+0.005 in.)

After the ends of the target rod were removed, the sheath over the remaining section
was removed and the remaining pellets recovered. It was observed that all interior
surfaces, including the pellet surfaces, had a light coating of a tightly adhering, white,
powdery material. A sample large enough to identify the material could not be
obtained, but a visual examination and knowledge of temperatures and materials
indicated that the white powdery material was aluminum oxide generated in the
presence of water and at elevated temperature (Ref. 3). There was no indication that
the dark, fluffy material observed on the upper end of the can had been inside the
target rod (none was found inside the target rod), and thus no attempt was made to
identify it.

In an effort to learn more about the apparent leakage path and the whisker in the
weld, the cutoff end from the upper end of the target rod was cut in half, using a
longitudinal cut (Fig. 4.13, second cut), with the leakage site at ~90 ° to the cutting
plane (plane B). The two pieces were potted, and the outer surface (opposite from
cutting plane B) of the piece with the leak site was polished in a direction normal to
cutting plane B (Fig. 4.13). This was done in an effort to trace the whisker and
leakage path. Polishing revealed a small hole (Fig. 4.15) that extended radially inward
from the outer surface to the annulus between the core and sheath.

As polishing proceeded, some indications of holes vanished and new ones appeared
(comparison of Figs. 4.15 and 4.16). Finally, a relatively large triangular opening
developed (Fig. 4.17). The triangular shape indicated that a rather large cavity
beneath the outer surface was connected with the annulus and created a thin spot in
the sheath or weld where the leakage path extended to the outer surface.
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The view through the triangular hole is of the outer surface of the core
(circumferential machining marks are visible), indicating that the weld metal directly
above, containing the large cavity and leakage path, was not fused to the core at this
location, it is possible that thermal expansion of trapped air in the annulus or
outgassing of a foreign substance in this area during welding resulted in the large
cavity and prevented fusion with the core. It is also possible that the triangular
opening is the result of a chamfer on the inside comer of the end of the sheath (the
result of deburring). This latter feature would be consistent with the existence of the
unfused area but requires that the leakage path be at least partially in a location that
should contain base material.

The view through the triangular hole also revealed a fiberlike foreign material in the
cavity or annulus (Figs. 4.17 and 4.18). It is not known what this material is, but it
could be one or more of the following: (1) an extension of the whisker (Fig. 4.11);
(2) something introduced with the potting material (the cavity and annulus are full of
potting material, which contains some bubbles); or (3) a foreign material, aside from
the whisker, that was introduced during fabrication. No fu_er efforts to identify the
fiberlike material and whisker are planned.

Following the above evaluation of the leakage path, a recent report (Ref. 4) became
available that contained evidence of similar large subsurface cavities in other iridium
target rods. Thus, target rod IR-75 does not represent an isolated case.

Cutting plane B (Fig. 4.13) on the potted piece without the leak site was polished to
show the cross section of the weld (Fig. 4.19). Some porosity was detected (Fig.
4.20), but at this particular location (90 ° from leak site) there is no evidence of a
nonbond or cavity at the end of the sheath or of a chamfer on the inner comer of the
sheath. There is, however, an unfused interface between the inner surface of the
sheath and outer surface of the core at the end of the narrower of the two clearances

shown (Fig. 4.19).

4.4.7 Radiographs of Typical Target Rods

Radiographs of the target rods are made routinely to check on the number of pellets
prior to welding. These radiographs do not, however, reveal useful information about
the welds, and no other radiographs are specified because the design of the weld joint
presumably does not lend itself well to radiography. Even so, as a part of this
investigation, radiographs were made of six typical unirradiated target rods and also
of the cutoff ends of target rod IR-75, with the intent of looking for defects in the
welds. Unbonded interfaces were found at the ends of the sheaths of two of the

typical target rods (Fig. 4.21), but apparently the nonbond did not extend completely
through the welds because the target rods passed the helium leak tests. Radiographs
of target rod IR-75 were not of sufficient quality to reveal any porosity or nonbonds.
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4.4.8 Cause of Failure

The failure of the target rod appears, on the basis of the foregoing information, to be
the result of water leakage into the target rod through a high-resistance flow path,
followed by heating of the target rod to a high enough temperature to result in internal
pressure sufficient to rupture the sheath. The more important pieces of evidence that
support this conclusion are

1. a high-resistance leakage path;
2. a coating of what is presumed to be aluminum oxide on the pellets,

indicating the presence of water;
3. high calculated temperatures in the target rod while in the shipping

cask; and
4. the large opening of the rupture, which indicates a substantial

expansion of a fluid, such as water.

The pressure required for failure of the target-rod sheath can be estimated from (see
Appendix D)

t_
p ---

a

where

a = radius of sheath = 0.215 in.,
t = wall thickness = 0.0275 in.,
a = ultimate strength.

The ultimate strength of the material depends on the temperature, radiation effects,
and the temperature achieved in the sheath during the welding process (annealing
effect). Above 400°F, the ultimate strength of 6061 is about the same for the T6 and
T4 conditions (Ref. 5). If it is assumed that radiation effects compensate for
annealing effects associated with the welding process, then the critical temperature for
failure of the target-rod sheath is ~600°F. The corresponding pressure and stress are
1500 psi and 10,000 psi, respectively. (If radiation does not compensate for
annealing, the calculated critical temperature is less.) The calculated best-estimate,
maximum temperature of the target rod while in the cask is ~840°F, and this would
be achieved in about 10 minutes after the can containing the target rods is pulled up
into the cask. This indicates, with adequate margin for error, that the critical
temperature was achieved, and that the failure occurred well before the detected
release of radioactive material from the cask.

The location of the rupture along the length of the target rod is not a critical item for
this investigation, but it is of some interest. While the target rod is in the cask, the
upper end of the target rod tends to be at a higher temperature than the bottom. This
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is because of the time required for water to drain from the can shortly after the can
is pulled into the cask and because of the natural convection of air in the can during
and after the drainage. Counteracting this to some extent is the cosine distribution of
the neutron flux during irradiation of the target rods, which tends to result in a
maximum power density and thus temperature at midlength. The net effect is a
maximum temperature above midlength.

As mentioned previously, temperature affects the strength of the material both directly
and indirectly. The indirect effect is associated with annealing, and some annealing
could take place during welding and also during the temperature transient while the
target rod is in the cask. Calculations indicate that during welding, temperatures
above 1000°F extend at least 2 inches from the end of the target rod (see Appendix
E). Significant annealing takes place above 775°F (Ref. 5), but the time at
temperature is important. The time during welding is short relative to normal
annealing times. Even so, it is expected that significant annealing takes place, but the
amount tapers off along the length of the target rod (Ref. 6).

Another factor affecting the location of the fa;,lure is the mechanical constraint at the
weld, but according to calculations, this effect extends only about 0.3 inches from the
weld (see Appendix F).

The net calculated effect of temperature, radiation, annealing, and constraint gradients
indicates a failure location closer to the end of the target rod than observed, although
there is considerable uncertainty in the estimate. In this regard, it is of interest to note
that unirradiated target rods hydro tested to failure at uniform temperature (~70°F)
failed in about the same location (Ref. 2). This indicates that the competing effects
of constraint and annealing during welding dictate the location, but it is not known
why the location is so far from the end where annealing presumably has its greatest
effect.

4.4.9 Summary

All of the data and the analyses indicate that target rod IR-75 had a small leakage path
in the weld at the upper end while being irradiated in HFIR. The elevated pressure
(~500 psi) in HFIR forced water into the void space within the target rod. After
transferof the target rods to the shipping cask, the elevated temperature (~840°F max)
of the target rod resulted in generation of high-pressure steam within the target rod.
Rupture of the target-rod sheath occurred at a pressure of 1500 psi or less. The
steam-driven rupture caused a large enough opening in the sheath for t_ection of
several pellets. One or more of the ejected pellets fell through the clearance between
the can and cask to the top of the rotary valve in the bottom of the cask. Upon tilting
of the cask, the "particles" passed through the clearance between the rotary valve and
the surrounding portion of the cask, exiting the cask.
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According to inspection records, target rod IR-75 was subjected to three helium leak
tests without indications of a leak. Therefore, it must be that the leakage path was
completed following the final helium leak test, perhaps as a result of thermal loading
in HFIR.

4.5 HFIR RECOVERY

The recovery consisted of retrieving and shielding the iridium "particles" that fell out
of the cask, decontaminating the bay area, and transporting the cask to Building 3047.
The retrieval and shielding of the "particles" was controlled by Radiation Work
Permits and detailed work instruction sheets. Collective radiation exposure of 1.13 ;
person-rem for HFIR operations is considered acceptable and is evidence that _vork
planning and radioiogical controls were also acceptable. Exposure-reducing
techniques, such as remote handling techniques, thermal imaging, and collimated
radiation detectors to locate the iridium "particles," were used.

Robotics were also used, and personnel were interviewed concerning the effectiveness
of the robotics in reducing exposures. Most health physics personnel were of the
opinion that the robot was ineffective in reducing exposures, but no precise
determination could be made, because there is no similar operation available for
comparison.

4.6 CASK RECOVERY

A transportation plan was generated for moving the cask from the HFIR site to the
Building 3047 hot-cell facility. This plan included a transportation plan, a tie-down
plan, a critical lif_ plan, personnel access controls along the route while the cask was
being transported, and a safety assessment for an event in which radioactive material
is released.

Mockups for the transportation plan were used to test the plan, equipment, and special
tools built for handling the cask. A similar cask was used to simulate the lift at the
hot cells, to test the specially-built trolley used to load the cask into the cells, and to
trouble-shoot the procedures. No significant problems were encountered during the
actual handling of the loaded cask, and collective personnel radiation exposures were
only 0.011 person-rein.

An ALARA plan was generated to manage the cask at Buildir, g 3047. This plan
described personnel access controls, estimated exposure times and radiation exposure
rates, specified dosimetry requirements, and established exposure goals. The personnel
exposures were well within these goals, indicating the adequacy of the plan.

The recovery of the cask, the only major piece of equipment, continues at the time of
this report. The personnel radiation exposures, time, and technical difficulties in
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restoring the cask to service are likely to be comparable to the operations involved in
recovering the loose "particles" and placing the cask in the cell. A few pellets from
target rod IR-75 are still in the cask, and these pellets must be recovered before the
cask can be used.

4.7 PRODUCT RECOVERY

The pellets in the six intact target rods and most of those in target rod IR-75 were
processed and accepted by the customers. The total number of pellets loaded into
target rod IR-75 was 726, and the number thus far recovered is 713. One or more are
in a shielded container at Building 7910, and some remain in the shipping cask. The
latter are scheduled for recovery by March 31, 1994.
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Fig. 4.1. Rupture in upper end of iridium target rod IR-75.
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Fig. 4.3. Iridium target-rod shipping cask (HRLEL carrier).
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Fig. 4.4. Verticalcrosssection of iridiumtarget-rodshippingcask (HRLEL
carrier).
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Fig. 4.5. Transfer can for iridium target rods.



Iridium Target Transfer Sheer
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Fig. 4.7. Photo of top of iridium target-rod transfer can showing several iridium pellets

and a dark fluffy material.
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Fig. 4.8. Closeup view of rupture in iridium target rod IR-75, showing vacant iridium-pellet
recesses and discoloration of interior surfaces.
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Fig. 4.9. Schematic of assembly for pressurizing void space in ruptured target
rod IR-75.
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Upper End
of Target Rod

Fig. 4.10. Evidence and location of leak in upper end of iridium target rod IR-75.



Leak Sil

Whisker

Fig. 4.11. Photo of upper end of iridium target rod IR-75, showing whisker, unusual
looking portion of weld, and approximate site of leak.
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Fig. 4.12. Closeup view of iridium target rod IR-75, showing lack of swelling of the
sheath opposite the location of the rupture.
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Fig. 4.13. Cutting sequence and polishing directions for upper end of iridium
target rod IR-75.
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Fig. 4.15. Polished outer surface of upper end of iridium target rod IR-75, showing cross
section of leakage path close to outer surface (polishing depth -0.014 in.).
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Fig. 4.16. Second step in polishing of outer surface of upper end of iridium target rod
IR-75, showing changing pattern of voids (holes) compared to that revealed by first step in
polishing (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 4.17. Final step in polishing of outer surface of upper end of iridium target rod
IR-75, showing triangular-shaped opening to annulus between sheath and core (polishing depth
-0.023 in.).
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Fig. 4.18. Enlarged view through triangular opening in upper end of iridium target rod
IR-75, showing fiber-like foreign material.
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(clearance)

1
Sheath

Fig. 4.19. Longitudinal cross section of cut-off upper end of iridium target rod IR-75
(90* from leak site) showing difference in location of end of clearance (annulus) between sheath
and core in this particular plane.
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Fig. 4.20. Enlarged view of weld area at end of narrower clearance between target-rod sheath and core (mirror image
enlargement of Fig. 19) showing porosity and unfused interface.



Nonbonds
-at End

of Sheath

Fig. 4.21. Radiograph of six unirradiated iridium target rods, showing nonbonds (unfused
areas) at the ends of two sheaths.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 FINDINGS

5.1.1 On September 7, 1993, target rod IR-75 ruptured and released pellets into the interior
of the cask. The rupture was caused by radioactive decay heating of water that had
been trapped in the target rod. Water entered the target rod through a defect in one
of the welds while the target rod was subjected to the reactor operating pressure of
about 500 psi during three reactor fuel cycles.

5.1.2 On September 7, 1993, one or more of the pellets, or pieces of pellets, that were
released into the cask made their way through passageways in the cask to the floor of
the HFIR bay. The cask configuration used to hold the target rods during transport
could have included a bottom flange or a sealed can that would have contained the
"pellets" inside the cask during transport. Neither was a requirement, and neither was-
used.

5.1.3 All of the INEL weld procedure requirements were not followed in the welding
process.

5.1.4 The purity of the shielding gas used during welding at INEL could not be determined.

O 5.1.5 The actual flow rate of the shielding gas used during welding at INEL could not bedetermined.

5.1.6 The material used to fabricate the targets at INEL were not fully controlled.

5.1.7 INEL target inspection methods did not include radiography. ]

5.1.8 The receipt, storage, and transfer of the target rods at ORNL was not documented and
there was no requirement to document them.

5.1.9 Target material samples and fabrication work packages were not sent with the target
rod.

5.1.10 ORNL did not perform required chemical analysis and hardness testing of the target
rod until after the event.

5.1.11 There were no procedures written to specifically test the INEL iridium target rods.

5.1.12 The target rod was accepted at ORNL based upon the helium leak test results only.
There were not requirements to re,dew other test results and no procedure for doing
SO.
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5.1.13 The exact storage of the target rod at the HFIR site could not be determined.

5.1.14 All requirements of the DOE Hoisting and Rigging Manual for pre-engineered
production lifts were not met.

5.1.15 During the event, two people could not be immediately accounted for.

5.1.16 Results of surveys of personnel for contamination after evacuation were not entered
into the HP log.

5.1.17 "Informal" communications between HFIR and DOE personnel on-site resulted in
conflicting information being supplied to a variety of DOE headquarters personnel.

5.1.18 Operating procedures for handling the target rods and tri-holders and for positioning
them in HFIR did not specifically address the target rods and tri-holders being used..

5.1.19 Narrative logs at the HFIR site did not contain sufficient information to totally
reconstruct the event.

5.1.20 Documents defining requirements for the program were not always signed in the ]
indicated places prior to use.

5.1.21 One individual entered a posted radiation area without the required direct-reading
dosimetry.

5.1.22 Not all iridium pellets have been accounted for.

5.1.23 The HFIR emergency plan was followed and proved to be adequate to address the
scope and nature of the event. Actions by HFIR site personnel were timely and
applicable to the circumstances. The radiation doses received during the event and
cleanup of the event were very low. The only property damaged was the target rod,
but iridium pellets still remain in the cask. No environmental impact resulted from
this event.

5.1.24 An ALARA plan was established and implemented for the cask-recovery operations
to ensure minimum exposure to personnel. A transportation plan, including a safety
assessment of this type of event, had been written, approved, and implemented. A
mockup was built and used for training purposes to prepare to move the cask from the
HFIR site to the hot cells. These plans addressed the hazards and contributed to the
success of the recovery operations, including very low exposure to personnel who
worked with the highly radioactive materials during the cleanup and recovery
activities.
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5.2 PROBABLE CAUSES

5.2.1 Less than adequate welding procedures, practices, techniques, material controls, or
inspection methods, or some combination of these, could have led to weld defects
such as those that affected target rod IR-75.

5.2.2 Less than adequate secondary containment in the cask allowed iridium "pellets" to
escape.

5.3 JUDGEMENT OF NEEDS

5.3.1 A secondary container is needed to ensure that iridium pellets that are released from
a failed target rod are contained in the cask.

5.3.2 The target fabrication process needs to be improved to ensure the following:

• Procedural requirements are followed during target fabrication.

• The purity of the shielding gas is appropriate during welding of the targets and is
documented.

• Shielding gas flow is appropriate during welding of the targets and is documented.

5.3.3 Quality control of target material needs to be improved.

5.3.4 The INEL method of target inspection needs to be improved.

5.3.5 Target material samples and fabrication work packages need to be supplied to ORNL
when targets are delivered.

5.3.6 ORNL procedures need to be revised or developed to specifically address the
following:

• receipt, storage, handling, and transfer of target rods

• testing of the target rods prior to introduction into HFIR

5.3.7 All future cask hoisting and rigging operations need to comply with the requirements
of the DOE Hoisting and Rigging Manual.

5.3.8 Mechanism for ensuring personnel accountability during an emergency needs to be
improved.

5.3.9 HP log keeping practices need improvement.
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5.3.10 HFIR narrative log keeping practices need to be improved.

5.3.11 Requirements for communications between local personnel and DOE headquarters
need to be better defined.

5.3.12 All personnel need to wear direct reading dosimetry where required.

5.3.13 All iridium pellets need to be accounted for, processed, or disposed of.
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DepartmentofEnergy
OakRidgeO_mUons

P,O.Box2001
OakRidge.Ter_ 37831--

September g, 1993

Hr. Henry B. Ptper
Martin Martetta Energy Systems, Inc.
Evaluations ProgramManager
701Scarboro Road
Oak Rtdge, Tennessee 37831-8241

Dear Hr. Ptper:

INVESTISATIONOF IRIDIURCONTAHINATIONINCID£14'rAT THEHISI,I FLUXISOTOPE
REACTOR(HFIR), OAKRIOS£ NATIONALLABORATORY

You are hereby appointed Chairman of the Investigation Board to investigate
the subject inctdent whtch occurred on September 7, 1993. Your assignment ts
to determine the cause of thts tncident and provtde recommendations for
corrective actton.

You are to perform a Type B Investigation of this incident and to prepare an
Investigation report. The report shall confor_lto the requirements detatled
in DOEOrder 5484.1. The scope of the Investigation ts to tnclude all of the
factors whtch contributed to the cause and extent of the Incident. Special
emphasts should be placed on the process for acceptance, control and handltng
of the targets (from tnittal recetpt through shipping) and as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA)preplanntng, mock-up training, and other related
activities performed before major operations were initiated.

If additional resources are required to assist you in completing thts task,
please let me know and they will be provided. You and membersof the Board
are relteved of your other duttes unttl this assignment is completed. The
Board shall brief representatives of the Oak Ridge Operations Offtce on a
weekly basis as to the status of the investigation. The point of contact for
OROwill be Bob Edlund, AdvancedNeutron Source Project.

The following employees have been appointed to serve as membersof the Board:

Rtchard O. Cheverton, Sectton Head, ORNLEngineering Technology Division
TommyLee, Senior Consultant, United Energy Services Corporation
Jeff Hill, ORNLATLCEnvironment, Safety and Health Representative
Steve Hamley, ORNLConduct of Operations Offtcer, Office of Radiation

Protection
Janice West, AssessmentsManager, Y-12 Qualtty Organization, Trained

Investigator

Enclosed is a draft copy of Oak Rtdge Implementation Gutdance (ORIG)
5484.1.2A, which outlines responsibilities of the Investigation Board and
covers the accident investigation process. Also included as Enclosure 2 is a
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Mr. Henry B. Ptper - 2 -

copy of a DOEHeadquarters book]et entitled, "Practical Guidance for Accident
Investigation and Reporting," dated Hay 1993.

A copy of the draft Investigation report should be submitted to me by
October 25, 1993.

Sincerely,

Joe La Grone
SE-331:Hul1tns Hanager

Enclosures:
1. Draft ORIG 5484.1.2A
2. Hay 1993 Booklet

cc w/o enclosures:
R. L. Eglt, ER-IO
H. W. Htbbttts, SE-30
J. T. Alexander, H-4
J. D. Rothrock, 5E-33
W. F. Hanntng, ER-12
G. G. Fee, HHES
H. A. Cox, I_'IES
Fred Hynatt, HHES
Jeff Bostock, Y-12, HHES
Trtvelpiece, ORNL, HHES
Bob Edluno, ANS
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Departmentof Energy
¢:;:

OakRidgeOperations "" - : :
P.o. =oo,

OakRidge.Temnemme37831--

September 9, 1993

Mr. GordonG. Fee, President
Martin MariettaEnergy Systu_, Inc.
Post Office Box 2009
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8002

Mr. Fee:

INVESTISATIONOF IRIDIUN CONTAMINATIONINCIDENTATTHE HIGHFLUXISOTOPE
REACTOR(HFIR), OAKRIDGENATIONALLABORATORY

As a resultof the subjectincidenton September7, 1993, 1 am requestingthat
a Type a Investigationbe performed. The followingMartinHarlctta[nergy
Systems,Inc. (_ES), empi.yeeshave been appointedto the board:

Henry Piper, FIMESEvaluations Program Manager, Chairman
Rtch:rd O. Chevertc_, Section Head, ORNLEngineering Technology Otvision
TommyLee, Senior Consultant, United Energy Services Corporation
Jeff Hill, ORNLATLCEnvironment, Safety and Health Representative
Steve Hmmley, ORNLConduct of Operations Officer, Office o; Radiation

Protection
Janice West, Assess=ants Manager, Y-1Z Quality Organization, Trained
Investigator

The investigationand preparati_r,of the resultingreportwill conformto DOE
Order 5484.)requirements. The sc:)e of the investigationis to includeall
of the factor_which contributedsignificantlyto the cause and effect of the
incident. Specialemphasiswill be placed on the processfor acceptance,
co,trol and handlli_gof the targets(from initialreceipt through ship)ing)
and as low as reasonablya:hievable'ALARA)pi'eplanning,mock-up training,and
other relatedactivitiesperformedb_foremajor operationswere initiated.
The Board will brief the Oak RidgeO_rations Officeon a weekly basis as to
the statusof the investigation.The ORO point of contact is Bob Edlund,
Advancedr;eutronSource Project.
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Hr. GordonG. Fee - 2-

A copy of the draft investigation report should be submitted to meby
OctoberZ5, 1993.

Sincerely,

2-"
Joe La Grone

SE-331:Mul1tns Hmnmger

CC:

R. L. Eg11, ER-IO
H. W. Htbbttts, SE-30
O. T. Alexander, H-4
O. D. Rothrock, 5E-33
A. W. Trtvelptece, I_lES
Fred Hynatt, MMES
H. A. Cox, I_IES
BobEdlund, ANS
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APPENDIX B

EVENTS AND CAUSAL FACTORS
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATION OF CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
OF IRIDIUM TARGET ROD, CORRESPONDING

TO RUPTURE OF TARGET-ROD SHEATH

It is assumed for this calculation that failure of the target-rodsheath takes place when the hoop
stressequals the ultimate strength of the material, ignoringdimensionalchanges. The properties
of the material(6061 aluminum) are uncertain because of annealing effects during fabrication
(welding of ends) and heatup in the cask. Radiationdamage is expected to be negligible (Ref.
1). Before welding, the material is in the T6 condition. Reference2 indicates that above 400°F
the ultimate strength is about the same for the T6 and T4 conditions but is much less for the TO
condition (Fig. D.1)

The hoop stress is the result of steam generation inside the target rod. The pressure stress is
calculated from

= pa, (D.1)
t

where

a = hoop stress,
p = internal pressure,
a = radius of sheath = 0.215 in.,
t = wall thickness of sheath = 0.0275 in.

It is assumed that at the time of rupture there is still some liquid phase in the target rod, and thus
saturation conditions exist. The corresponding relationship between temperature and pressure-
induced stress [Eq. (D.1)] is shown in Fig. D.2 and the relationship between pressure and
temperature for saturated conditions is shown in Fig. D.3 (data taken from steam tables).

The ultimate strength is also a function of temperature, and the corresponding relationships (Ref.
2) for the T6/T4 and TOconditions are also included in Fig. D.2.

The intersections of _1"._,applied-load vs temperature curve and the two ultimate-stress vs
temperature curves represent the extremes of the possible failure points, and the corresponding
critical values of temperature, pressure, and stress are 600°F, 1500 psi, and 10,000 psi,
respectively, for the T6/T4 condition and 470°F, 500 psi, and 4000 psi for the TO condition.

The end welds were made without chill blocks, which could have prevented substantial heating
of the target rods away from the ends and thus prevented annealing. A simplified calculation (see
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Appendix E) indicates that during the welding process and without the chill blocks, the
temperature 2 inches from the end would reach ~1000°F. Although the time at this temperature
would be short, it is expected that the amount of annealing would be substantial (Ref. 2). Thus,
it is likely that the critical temperature was of the order of 500°F, rather than 600°F.

A precise determination of the critical temperature is not important for this investigation. It is
only necessary to show that the critical temperature is achievable. Calculations included in Ref. 3
indicate that when target rod IR-75 was in the cask, its peak temperature was ~840°F. Thus, the
calculations indicate, with substantial margin for error, that the critical temperature was achieved
while target rod IR-75 was in the cask.

References

1. Personal communication with K. Farrell, ORNL
2. Aerospace Structural Materials Handbook, AFML-TR-68-115, 1979.
3. A.L. Longest, ORNL, "Thermal Analysis for Iridium Transport Cask After Removal from

HFIR Pool on September 7, 1993," letter to R. D. Cheverton, ORNL, November 10, 1993.
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APPENDIX E

CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE ALONG LENGTH OF IRIDIUM TARGET
ROD WHILE END WELD IS BEING MADE

Fabrication of the target rods includes welds at either end that attach the sheath to the core. The
welds are made without the use of chill blocks, which could have reduced the temperature
increase in the portions of the rod beyond the chill blocks and which are often used for similar
situations. The question that arises as a part of this investigation is whether the temperature at
the location of the rupture (~2 inches from the end) was high enough during welding to
substantially anneal the material, reducing the material's strength well below that associated with
the T6 condition.

A simplified analysis is made using a semi-infinite body (no radial heat transfer from the target
rod), with the temperature on the end of the target rod maintained at 1300°F (slightly above the
melting temperature). The initial temperatureof the target rod is assumed to be ~200°F (welded
soon after removal from drying oven). The method of analysis is that in Ref. l, in which the fol-
lowing parameters are defined:

k0
X = , (E.1)

pcpx 2

k
m = _ , (E.2)

hx

t t --t
y = , or t = t'--y(t'--tb) , (E.3)

t' --t b

where

Btu .ft
k = thermal conductivity = 125

hr.ft2.OF

p = density = 168 lb/fl3,

Btu
cp = specific heat = 0.2 .-_._-lb. OF'

h = heat transfer coefficient at end of target rod = oo,

x = distance along length of target rod = 2.0 in.,
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t = temperature at position x,

t' = temperature at end of target rod = 1300°F,

t_ = initial temperature = 200°F.

Note: values of y, corresponding to values of X and m, are obtained from Ref. 1.

.'. X - 2.230 min -i ,
m= 0,
t -- 1300*F (1 -0.846 y) .

The time to make a weld is about 2 minutes. Thus, temperatures were calculated for 1, 2, and
3 minutes and are included in Table E.1.

Table E.1 Calculated temperature in target rod
during welding (2 inches from end)

0 t

(min) X y (*F)
i

1 2.23 0.36 904

2 4.46 0.25 1025

3 6.69 0.18 1102

Actual temperatures may be somewhat less because of heat loss from the target rod that was not
accounted for. However, it is likely that the initial temperature and the welding temperature are
higher than assumed, and this would tend to make the temperature higher. At any rate, it is
reasonably clear that the temperature would be above 775°F, which is the specified minimum
value for annealing (Ref. 2). Even though the material would not be at the elevated temperature
for more than a few minutes, it is expected that substantial annealing (loss of strength) would take
place (Ref. 3).

References

1. W. H. McAdams, Heat Transmission, 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,
1942, p. 37.

2. Aerospace Structural Materials Handbook, AFML-TR-68-115, 1979.
3. Personal communication with K. Farrell, ORNL.
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APPENDIX F

CALCULATION OF LONGITUDINAL EXTENT OF END CONSTRAINT
PERTAINING TO SHEATH PORTION OF IRIDIUM TARGET ROD

The locationof the rupturein the target-rodsheathis influencedby the longitudinalgradientsin
material strengthand mechanical constraint. The mechanical constraint is manifest in the
attachment(weld) of the end of the sheath to the core, and this constraint locally resists
displacementof the sheathwhile the sheath is beingpressurized. The constrainteffect dampens
out along the length of the sheath and is essentiallyzero at a locationdescribedby Ref. l:

x > _re (F.I)
p '

where

l_4= 3(1-C)
a2h _

a = radius of the sheath = 0.215 in.,
h = wall thickness of the sheath = 0.0275 in.,
v = Poisson's ratio,
n = 0.19 in.

This distance is too short to have had a significant effect on the location of the rupture, the
midlength of which was 1.5 inches from the end.

Reference

1. S. Timoshenko, Theory of Plates and Shells, 1st ed., McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
1940, p. 395.
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EXHIBIT A

OCCURRENCE REPORT ORO--MMES-X10HFIR-1993-0030
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ORO--MMES-X10HFIR- 1993-003 0

Ten-day Report

OCCURRENCE REPORT Page 1 of 6

X10HFIR - High Flux Isotope Reactor

(Name Of Facility) ----

Category "A" Reactors

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(Name of _boratory Site or Organization)Name: J E LEE

Title: HFIR PLANT MANAGER
Telephone No. (615) 574-8288

(Facility Man-'--'---'-"---'-"--_ger/Desig_
Name: M B FARRAR
Title: HFIR OPER. MGR.
Telephone No, (615) 576-5009

(ORIGINATOR)
1. OCCURRENCE REPORT NUMBER: ORO--MMES-XIOHFIR-1993-0030

MMES Occurrence Number: MMES-93-001009 XI0 -93-00173 (I0011444)

2. REPORT TYPE AND DATE: Date Time

[ ] Notification Report 09/08/1993 14:00
IX] i0 Day Report / / :
[ ] i0 Day Update (latest)
[ ] Final Report

3 . OCCURRENCE CATEGORY:

[ ] Emergency
IX] Unusual
[ ] Off-Normal

N[ ] on-Routlne
[ ] Void

4. DIVISION OR PROJECT: ---
Research Reactors

5. DOE PROGRAM OFFICE:

NE - Nuclear Energy
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ORO--HNES-X10HFTR- 19 93-003 0

Ten-day Report::
Page 2 of 6

OCCURRENCE REPORT

6. SYSTEM, BLDG., OR EQUIPMENT: 7. UCNI?
7900 NO

8. PLANT AREA:

Reactor Bay

9. DATE AND TIME DISCOVERED: I0. DATE MID TIME CATEGORIZED:
09/07/1993 17:30 09/07/1993 18:30

ii. DATE AND TIME OF DOE NOTIFICATION:

09/07/1993 20:15 R A HUNTER / DOE-HQ

12. DATE AND TIME OF OTHER NOTIFICATIONS:
09/07/1993 20:15 D D AUSMUS / LAB. PRO
09/07/1993 20:15 R E DANIELS / DOE
09/07/1993 20:15 J CANNON / DOE-HQ
09/07/1993 20:15 B WILLIS / DOE
09/07/1993 20:15 E REEVES / DOE-HQ

i

13. SUBJECT OR TITLE OF OCCURRENCE:

Radiation Alarm Initiated a Building Evacuation

occomu scE: ......

iI Facility Condition - Operational Occurrence

15......DESCRIPTION OF oC_cE: ...........

On September 7, 1993, ten people, including reactor operators,
riggers, and health physics personnel were in the reactor bay
placing a loaded transfer carrier (HRLEL) on a truck. The
carrier contained seven irradiated iridium rods that were

being sent to another facility for processing. The transfer
carrier had been decontaminated and surveyed, with no abnormal
radiation fields found. While lifting the carrier onto the
truck, the carrier was being intentionally tilted to a
horizontal position. When the carrier reached approximately
60 degrees from the horizontal, the southeast reactor bay
monitron (radiation monitor) alarmed on high level shortly
followed by a Facility Radiation Monitoring System
(FRMS _-initiated building evacuation horn, causing a building
evacuation. At the same time, individual "chirpers" (personal
audible pocket radiation monitors) indicated suddenly
increasing radiation levels. The carrier was returned to a
vertical position. °

At 1330 on September 8, 1993, after its exit from the reactor
bay, contamination was found on the robot that had been used
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ORO--MMES-XI 0HFIR- 1993 -0030

Ten-day Report
Page 3 of 6

OCCURRENCE REPORT

for dose measurements a_ound the HRLEL carrier. A 60,000 dpm
particle was found on the front left tire and was identified
as iridium-192. Other fixed particles ranging from 4,000 to
12,000 dpm were also found on the tires and were identified as
iridium-192.

!

15. OPERATING CONDITIONS oF FACILITY AT TIME OF OCCURRENCE: ....... !

The reactor was in a normal, end-of-cycle refueling outage.

17. ACTIVITY CATEGORY: ................

Transportation

18. IMMEDIATE ACTIONS TAKEN AND RESULTS:

The reactor building was evacuated. A building search was
directed by the local emergency supervisor. The Research
Reactors Division emergency response team was activated and
the Laboratory Shift Superintendent was notified. All
evacuated personnel at the assembly point were surveyed by
health physics. All personnel were accounted for. No
personnel contamination was found. The maximum estimated
individual exposure was 55 mrem (based on pocket dosimetry).
All activities in the building were secured. A critique was
initiated. The Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation (TDEC) and the Director, Division of
Environmental Epidemiology of the Tennessee Department of
Health were notified. The Office of Nuclear Safety was
notified.

The 60,000 dpm particle found on the robot tire was easily
removed. The other fixed particles on the robot tires were
removed except one that was covered (4,000 dpm).

19. DIRECT CAUSE:

20. CONTRIBUTING CAUSE(S) :

21. ROOT CAUSE:

_[EscRIPTION OF CAUSE: ..................

The iridium-192 contamination found on the robot tires

indicates a breach in an iridium target capsule and i_cidium
contamination on the floor in the reactor bay.
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ORO--MMES-X 10HFIR- 1993 -003 0

Ten-day Report
Page 4 of 6

OCCURRENCE REPORT

Robot and personnel entries into the reactor bay indicate
approximately 5 R/h radiation field around the transfer
carrier with a hot spot of approximately 450 R/h at the
southmost bottom corner of the carrier.

A multi-disciplined situation management task team has been
formed and is evaluating the situation. The team will be
responsible for determining the course of action and for
coordinating all the associated activities.

Operating crews were able to return to the reactor building
late September 7, 1993.

2'3oIIEvALuATION: (by Facility Manager/Designee) COST EVALUATION:

The task team will carefully evaluate the situation and
determine the best course of action. Further details will be
provided as they are available.

24. IS FURTHER EVA#.UATION REQUIRED: Yes [X] No"[']
IF YES, BEFORE FURTHER OPERATION: Yes [ ] No IX]
IF YES, BY WHOM?HA GLOVIER
BY WHEN? 10/22/1993

iiii i i ii i ii

25. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

26. IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY, AND HEALTH: ...............

i , i , , i,,

27. PROGRAMMATIC IMPACT:

, ,11 i , ,, i i

28. iMPACTUPON CODESAND STANDARDS:

i

29. FINAL EVALUATION AND LESSONS LEARNED:

, i

30. SIMILAR OCCURRENCE REPORT NUMBERS:
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Ten-day Report
Page 5 of 6

OCCURRENCE REPORT

31. DOE FACILITY REPRESENTATIVE INPUT:

Entered by: Date:
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ORO--MMES-X10HFIR- 1993 -003 0

Ten-day Report
Page 6 of 6

OCCURRENCE REPORT

32. SIGNATURES:

Date:
FaciYit) Manager ..... (Name,' Pos'ition) .....

Date:
DOE Facili'ty Representative iName, Position') - --

Date:
DOE Progra'm Manager (Name, Position) .................
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Occurrence Report Signoff Sheet .J,

I Jl I I IIII III II II

ORPS Number:. ORO-MMI_XI01IFIR-199'_0(I_

MMES Number:. _9'_4_01009 X10.93._173

HFIR Number:. IIFIR-93_9

Report Date: 09mPg3

" n i nn !il ii irlii I Jinu __ iii i i inn i n

SIGNATURES:

Reviewed by:._ Date:_.._AuthorizedDerivativeClassifier
s ;

by:. Date: _//_/_.¢._
Approved

Approved by: Date: _-,,._"
/ - D'nrisionDirector
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EXHIBIT B

MAY 25, 1993, MEMO M. J. SHERICK TO CHUCK OTTINGER
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Idaho Nafaonat Engineering Laboratory

May 25, 1993

Mr. Chuck Ottinger
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 2008, MS 6385
Oak Ridge, TN 37831

IRIDIUMTARGET CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE - MJS-11-93

Dear Mr. Ottinger:

The purpose of this letter is to provide a Certificateof Conformancefor
the ORNL standard Ir192targets delivered to you the week of May 25, 1993.
I hereby certify that the enclosed target marked OR-IR-72 through OR-IR-I01
were fabricatedand inspectedto EG&G Idaho, Inc. Drawing 437576,
Revision D, Standards and Specifications(STD-7022,STD-7020, STD-7066 and
STD-7008),and the Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory Weld Procedure
SpecificationA2.0. These standardsand specificationswere transmittedto
you with the first ten (10) Iridiumtargets on January 6, 1992. All
material used For Fabricationmeets the Drawing Specifications.
Certificateof Conformance and Material CertificationAnalysis reportsfor
the Iridiumpellets are enclosed In addition, these targets were_pressure
tested to 700 psi and successfuliypassed helium tests to 2.5 x 10"--cc/per
second. All targets sustained an oven bake prior to welding to assure
absence of moisture. Per your request, stock material samples of the
aluminum used in fabrication for your analysis were given to you on
November 12, 1992, at the Fall IsotopeWorking Group meeting at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory.

If you have any questions, please contact me on (208) 526-4212.

Sincerely,

M. J. Sherick
ExperimentProject Management

sjh

Enclosure:
As Stated

cc: (w/o Encl)
F. C. Fogarty, EG&G Idaho, MS 7117

_,_ ,_c P.O. Box 1625 Idaho Fails, ID 83415
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EXHIBIT C

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT, ESA-HFIR-92-1
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Experiment Safety Assessment
ESA-HFIR-9"2-1

Irradiation of INEL Iridium Targets in the HF_ SV_:_

o.//4".,/-/- ,/,,,., .... "i ql".' "
Prepared By Date

Reviewed By Date

Reac_'or Techr_'ologySection Head Date

HFII_ Operati'ons Section Head '' bate

Office of Operational Readiness and Safety Date
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ESA-HFIR.92-1
Page 2 of 5

Irradiation of INEL Iridium Targets in the HFIR SVX.T

1.0 Intrc_u_on

It is proposed to irradiate, on a routine basis, Iridium targets fabricated by Idaho National
Engineering LaboratorT (INEL) in the small Vertical Experiment Facilities __ positions of the
High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). The Iridium 19", produced by the activation of natural Ir is used
primarily for nondestructive examination of welds via gamma radiography. Currently' the Iridium
targets are being irradiated in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at INEL but the market demand
is such that IN'EL cannot supply the desired quantities. H'FIR produced Iridium will therefore
augment the IN'EL production.

In the past, Iridium targets of a differen.t design and fabricated at ORNL have been routinely
irradiated in the HFIR. Due to the difference in the ORNL and INEL iridium target designs, the
irradiation of the INEL Iridium targets is being treated as a new experiment.

This document summarizes the Research Reactor Division (RRD) review and assessment of the
effect of the routine irradiations of INEL fabricated Iridium targets in the HFIR SXQ_ on reactor
safetT, personnel safer3' and reactor operations. This summary document, coupled with the Nuclear
Safety Assessment Checklist and Basis (Ref.1), the Experiment Information and Safety. Analysis Form
(Ref. 2), and capsule drawings (Ref. 3), constitute the safety assessment for the INEL iridium target
irradiations.

2.0 Brief Description ofEx_riment

The INEL Iridium target is shown in figure 1. It consists of an inner heavy walled aluminum tube
(.420" OD X .25" I.D X 16") whose outer surface contains numerous "dishes" (726) into which small
Iridium pellets (.107" Dia. X .011" thick) are placed. A thin walled outer sleeve of Aluminum (.485"
O.D X .430 I.D x 15.75") is slid over the "dished" inner tube as the pellets are loaded and upon
completion of loading, filet welds are made at both ends to seal the outer and inner tubes. The total
iridium loading is nominally ".5.4 grams per target.

Up to 3 iridium targets are loaded into a "3 hole" Aluminum holder (figure 2) and the holder is
placed into an orificed VXF facilit3, liner tube (fig 3) for irradiation. Coolant flow paths are shown
schematically in figure 4.

Note, the orifieed VXF facilit3. liner tube (fig. 3) is an existing component used in past isotope
irradiations conducted in the VXF sites. When an isotope target holder is not to be loaded into the
faci!it3'liner tube, the liner tube in the inner small _v.'X'F'sremains empty in the reactor and in the
outer small VXq:'s it may remain empty, or be removed and replaced with a beryllium plug. Thus, the
only new components are the INEL iridium targets (fig. 1) and target holder (fig. 2).

3.0 Irradiation Position and Schedule

The iridium targets will be irradiated for nominally 1 to 2 ey.clcs in the inner small VXF positions and
nominally 2 to 3 c3,clesin the outer small VXF positions. The 3 hole holder may contain from 1 to
3 iridium targets. If only 1 or 2 iridium targets are loaded, the remaining hole(s) will be left empty.

_ Depending upon market demand all available small VXF sites may be used at one time.
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ESA-HFIR-92-1
Page 3 of 5

Irradiation of IN'EL Iridium Targets in the HFIR SVXF

- 4.0 _f¢_ Summary

Risks associated with the irradiation of the INEL iridium targets are minimal and acceptable. All
applicable HFIR technical specifications relevant to the conduct of experiments are met {see
table 1).

Although Iridium is a strong neutron absorber, past operating experience with the irradiation of
ORNL produced Ir and Eu (also a strong neutron absorber) targets in the VXF positions has sho_la
that reactivity effects are essentially zero due to the distance between the core and the V'XF
irradiation sites.

Heat transfer calculations indicate that under normal operating conditions the capsule is more than
adequately cooled with surface temperatures (142"F max) and internal aluminum temps (146"F max)
temperatures only slightly above reactor coolant temperatures (130"1='). The temperature of the
iridium pellets is sensitive to the contact resistance between the pellet and aluminum holder and is
in the range of 146" F (perfect contact with holder) to 580"F (minimal area contact with the holder.)
The lower target coolant outlet holes in the 3 hole target holder (fig.2) have been designed to
provide the major portion of the pressure drop across the target holder. As _ result, the target
holder flow distribution and target cooling is not sensitive to the target loading (i.e., with 1, 2 or 3
iridium targets loaded into the 3 hole holder the coolant flow past each target remains at "2 gpm.no
flow bypass situation is created). The potential for overheating due to complete flow blockage is
viewed to be negligible and certainly no greater than with other experiment assemblies currently
operating in the HFIR. Therefore no concerns associated with target cooling during normal (full
power, full flow) reactor operations have been identified.

It should be noted that the heat generation due to the decay of t_Ir and _Ir is a s_gnificant fraction
of the total heat generation (approximately 450 watts/target out of 800 watts/target or =56% is due
to Ir decay). Therefore shortly after reactor shutdown following cutoff of the main primary, coolant
pumps and depressurization of the reactor, heat transfer conditions for the iridium targets will
probably worsen. Heat transfer under these conditions (pony motor flow or no flow) has not been
evaluated. It is known that Iridium targets of the ORNL design have been irradiated in higher flux
positions in the RB (and therefore comparable or higher decay heat generation rates) with no adverse
effects on the physical integrity of the targets. Thus it is not expected that post shutdown heat
transfer conditions will jeopardize the integrity of the INEL targets when irradiated in the VXF
position. An analyses of this situation will be required prior to commencing irradiations and be
documented in an appendix to this safety assessment.

If a small crack (i.e., not big enough for a pellet to escape) were to occur in the iridium target during
operation, reactor coolant would enter the target. However because internal capsule temperatures
are low, no net internal pressure (beyond reactor.coolant pressure) would develop. Also iridium is
highly corrosion resistant and contamination of the reactor coolant from any water that might leach
back out of the crack would not be a concern. The capsule end welds (the area most susceptible to
small cracks) are Helium leak checked after assembly. Therefore the development of a small crack
in the target dining reactor operation would not be a concern.
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Therefore, the only envisioned means of creating a potential reactor concern is to generate a crack
large enough to release some of the iridium pellets into the reactor coolant. If this were to occur
the iridium pellet(s) would most likely be entrained in the reactor coolant flow and subsequently be
captured on the inlet coolant strainer or crevice in the heat exchanger and would present no safety
concern. It is conceivable, although highly unlikely, that the released pellet could also be trapped
between a control element component in such a way as to bind its movement. 3uch an event would
not initiate a reactor accident, and since at most it would probably effect only one control element
the reactor could still be shut down.

To create a crack large enough to release a pellet would require the generation of internal pressure
within the capsule. Since the capsule operates at relatively low internal temperatures, and has a small
void volume, the development of excessive internal pressure due to waterlogging (i.e., inleakage of
water during a cold shutdown, and development of pressure due to temperature increases upon return
to full power) is not likely. The only other envisioned means to generate internal pressure would be
improper cleaning procedures (i.e., leaving organics or other volitale material sealed within the
capsule). The cleaning procedures used by INEL have been reviewed and will incorporate oven
drying at 2.20"C for 15 minutes just prior to welding of the assembly to ensure all traces of volatile
material are removed. To date = 300 of the INEL targets have been irradiated without incident in
the ATR under conditions of similar pressure (350 vs 460 psig external pr_sure) and higher heat
generation and surface heat flux (1 X 10_ BTU/HR/F_) vs 3.4 x 10_ BTU/HR/FI'2).

Therefore the probability, of a capsule rupture which would release pellets, and the consequences of
such an event are low enough to pose no increase in risk to the operational safety of the reactor.

It should be noted, that although no iridium targets have failed in the ATR, problems have been
experienced with what appear to be weld failure,s occurring after discharge of the target from the
reactor. It is believed by IN'EL personnel that small cracks in the welds are developed from post-
irradiation handling of the targets (i.e., the targets are dumped onto a table and then transferred from
- 120"F reactor water to 55" F pool water). The result of the small cracks is to admit water into the
capsule while it is in underwater pool storage. When stored in pool the targets are adequately cooled
and the water presents no problems. After approximately 2 days decay the targets are loaded from
the pool into a shipping cask for transfer to the hot cell. During this _ shipment, it is believed that
the captured water heats up significantly (due to the Ir decay heat generation) and causes oxidation
of the inner Aluminum surfaces making disassembly of the target difficult. Qn occasions hairline
cracks in the outer tube _ear the heat effected zone of the welds have been ob.,erved by INEL
personnel. It is not "known if this will be a problem at the HFIR, however, decay times are expected
to be greater and there will not be as much target handling.

5.0 Operational Summa_'

Due to the location in the reactor, the iridium irradiations will not impact the fuel c3'cle length. The
iridium could lower the thermal neutron flux in the pneumatic facility located in VXF-7. Therefore
when possible the irradiation sites adjacent to VXF-7 will not be used. The impact on the beam
tubes fluxes is not known, but based on previous operating experience with high Eu and Ir loadings
in the permanent beryllium this is not expected to be a concern. If it is determined that the lr
adversely effects beam tube fluxes, Ir production will be cu."tailed.
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No provision exists at the HFIR for the routine handling of individual irradiated INEL iridium targets
(fig. 1). Therefore at the HFIR only the target holder (fig. 2) containing the iridium targets v_511be
handled. Tools and procedures currently exist for loading and unloading the target holder into or
from the reactor and procedures will be developed and approved for the loading of the target holder
(with iridium) into the hot cell shipping cask prior to shipment.

The individual irradiated iridium targets will be removed from the holder and new iridium targets
loaded into holder at the M&C hot cells. This will greatly reduce handling by the reactor operator
and will aid in reducing reactor outage time. When feasible, the cask loading and transfer of iridium
to and from the hot cells will not be scheduled during the reactor outage. This schedule is to aid in
reducing outage work and time and is seen to be feasible provided the reactor outage does not
exceed 1 week.

6.0 Operating Constraints

The conditions for continued routine iridium irradiations are as follows:

1. The irradiations are to be limited to the small VXF sites for irradiation times not to exceed
4 cycles. Limiting the irradiations to the small VXF sites is to ensure the irradiations are

within the bounds of this safety assessment. The limit on irradiation time (4 cycles) is
arbitrat 5' but expected to satisfy all experiment needs. Request for irradiations outside of
these bounds must be approved by RRD with OORFS concurrence.

2. The targets shall be fabricated in accordance with section 12 and attachment D of the

Experiment Information and Safety Analyses Form. "--- ........

3. The experimenter shall report to RRD any indications of weld or target failure that are
observed during target dissasembly.
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TAIILE 1

INEL IRIDIUM TARGET IRRADIA1]ONS IN 1]IE SVXF - TECilNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLIANCE

Technical Specification Basis fi)r Compliance Conclusion

3.8.3.a.(I)(a) Experiments which can cause Experiment is not movable. Technical Specification is reel.
a positive reactivity change
greater than 11.(105Ak/k and
which are movable experiments
shall bc cquippcd with a
mechanical insertion and

removal system having the
same reliability as the reactor

control system drives. "the
reactivity inserlien rale by

"_ these mechanisms shall not

exceed 0.00025 Ak/k s_.

3.8.3.a.(I)(b) Experiments which can cause Based on past experience with the Technical Specification is met.
a positive reactivity change irradiation of strong absorbers (It and
greater than 0.(X)5Ak/kdue to Eu isotope targets) in the SVXF
motion but which need not be positions, reactivity is not a concern.

moved while the reactor is The experiments are firmly supported
critical shall be so firmly such that no credible circumstances
supported that no credible can cause them to be moved while
circumstances can cause them the reactor is critical.
to be moved while the reactor
is critical.
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TABLE I (cont.)

|NEL IRIDIUM TARGET IRRADIATIONS IN TIlE SVXF - TECIINICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLIANCE

Technical Specification Basis for Compliance Conclusion

3.8.3.a.(1)(c) Experiments which can cause When irradiated in the VXF, the This Tech. Spec. is met.
a positive reactivity change reactivityeffect of normal irradiations

: greater than 0.(X)5/_ k/k due and highly unlikely target failures due .
to being damaged by to target damage from pressure or
temperature or pressure shall temperature is negligible.
be instrumented to cause a
reactor shutdown if such

temperature or pressure is

,.o approached. This is in addition
to the safeguards built into the
experiment to control the
temperature and/or pressure.

3.8.3.a.(1)(d} No experiment may be allowed No credible mechanism for This Tech. Spcc. is met.
to cause a reactivity change introducing this amount of reactivity is
equivalent to or greater, in identifiable.
effect, than a l-s ramp
insertion of 0.05 A k/k.



TAIJLE I

INEL IRIDIUM TARGE'i" IRRADIATIONS IN 111E SVXF - "IF.ClINICAl. SPECIFICA'IION COMPLIANCE

Technical Specification Basis for Compliance Concluskm

3.8.3.a.(2) tlydraulic stability. All in-tank The all welded target and target The Tech. Spec. is met.
experiments shall be designed to holder design Meets this criteria.

withstand the hydraulic forces exerted
by the reactor coolant. Bolts, nuts,
and screws used in assembly shall be

staked, welded, or similarly held I()
avoid loss into the reactor.

3.8.3.a.(3) "l'cmperature. Ileal developed in any Calculations indicates adequale heat The Tech. Spec. is met.
q experiments by gamma abs(_rpti(m, transfer wilh surface temperature less

fissions, electric heaters, etc., shall be than saturation temperature. Q/A =,=
'_ dissipated by an adequate coolant flow. = 3.4 x 104BTL'/ttR-Ft z F, T ,,,,_ <

Under normal condilions, the 142°I, 1"..,= 463°F.

temperature of the outer container
shall not exceed the saturation

temperature of the reactor coolant
when the reactor is operated at full
power.

3.8.3.a.(4) Explosives. No explosives or mixtures No explosive materials are contained The Tech. Spec. is met.
of materials which under credible in the capsule.
circumstances can detonate shall be

irradiated in the reactor.



TA_ l (vont.)

NPR-I REACIOR SAFEIT - TECllNICAL SPECIFICATION COMPLIANCE

l"cchnicalSpccilication Basis for Compliance Conclusion

3.8.3.a.(5) Pressure containment. Where failure The iridium target is subject only to This Technical Specilication is
of pressure-containing walls of an external reactor pressure and is me!.
experiment can cause a hazard to subjected to external pressure testing
personnel or to the reactor, the at 700 psig after assembly. Collapse
container must meet the intent of of the outer container tube due to

applicable pressure vessel codes. 1he external reactor pressure (468 psig) is
design for each such container must be therefore not a concern.
reviewed by an appropriate competent
engineer andwritten approvalobtained
by th¢ Research Reactors Division and
the Reactor Experiment Review
Committee (RERC).

,_ 3.8.3.b.(2) Experiments shall be designed such Not applicable. This Tech. Spec. is not
*" that rupture of the beam tube inside applicable.

the reactor followed by failure of the
beam-tube outer flange would not
result in a leakage flow rate greater
than 100 gpm at 1,000 psig differential
pressure.



TABLE I (cont.)

INEL IRIDIUM TARGET IRRADIATIONS IN TIlE SVXF - TECllNICAL SPECIFICA11ON CX::)MPLIANCE

"l'cchnicalSpecification Basisfor Compliance Concluskm

4.8.3.a. The Reactor Technology Section of ESA ItFIR-92-I summarizes this The Teeth. Spec. is met.
tile RRD shall review and examine all review. RRi) judges the risks of
experiments proposed for insertion capsule operation to be minimal and

into the reactor fi)r safety, potential acceptable. Based on past operating

hazards, and c()mpatibility with line experience with iridium targets of a
t,peration of the reactor and other different design, the conduct of
experiments, experiment is compatible with reactor

operations and other experiments.

4.8.3.b. New or unusual experiments shall be The experiment will require RERC Final approval contingent on
,.0 submitted with recommendations of r e v i e w. R R D r e v i e _,,' RERC review.

i

the Technical Section to the Reactor recommendations are summarized in

Experiment Review Committee the approval letter.
(RERC) for review in accordance with
the provisions of Sect. 6.1() of these

Technical Specifications.

4.8.3.c. Tried experiments may be approved Although iridium targets have been This Tech. Spec. does not
by the Reactor Technology Section routinely irradiated in the SVXF, the apply.
without further review by the RERC. INEL target design is sufficiently

different to warrant RERC review.

6.4.1 Changes in Technical Specifications or The conduct of this experiment is "I]lis Tech. Spec. is met.
modifications to the plant protection within the scope of existing Tech
systems reactivity control systems or Specs. No modifications to these
engineered safety features, or changes systems have been made. As
tlmt involve a safety question not documented in line Nuclear Safety
reviewed in the safety analysis report Assessmcnt Cllecklist, tile c(mduct of

shall require prior review by line the experiment involves no
Reactor Operations Review Committee unreviewed safety question.
(RORC) and approval by ORNL and
DOE.
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R._SF.ARCH REACTOP, S DIVISION
NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENT _

(A_mr.h_t Ba_ Form and Safety Aasc_me:nt)

: _,, ,,,, i, ,, , , , _ ,,,r "" " L ', i i_ , i IH , , i

APPLI_A.Bt.E TO KKV. 0
F.SA-HHR-92-1

"INKL Iridium Tm'gr.t Irradiations in the SVXF" r^oE I of I

SAYEI_ A...qSHSSM]_- PART A

(I) Is there an increase to the risk of accident_ previously _valuated in the SAR.?
Y S__NOX__N_.

(2) Is there an increase to the risk of malfunction or failure of equipment important to safety
previously evaluatedin the SAR? YES NO X

S_ ASSHSSMHNT - PART B

(3) Will the poss_ility of any accidents not previously considered in the SAR be created by this
change? YES NO X

(4) May the poss_ility of malfunction or failure of equipment important to safety, be created by
this change (beyond what has previously been considered in the SAP,)?

YES___NOX_S_

S_ _ - PART C

(5) Will this item require a change to the facility Technical Specifications: YES NO X

If the answer to the above is "YES", identify the specification(s) affected and/or attach the
applicable pages with the change(s) indicated.

(6) Will the margin of safety as defined in the bases to the Technical Specifications be reduced?
YES NO.._ X

SAFETyOU X'T ON.q
• .

SAFErY ASSE_MHNT - PART D

(7) Are the sum of the risks in parts A and B judged to be acceptable?

YESX.._ NO

(8) Given the results of Pans A, B, and C, does this change constitute an unreviewed safety
question? YES.__NO X

RRAP 3.2.4-I
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RESEARCH REACTORS DIVISION
NUCLEAR SAFETY _MENT _ BASIS

(_cnt to Ntw.,Icar Safcxy Asr,_'ment _t)

RLrV. 0
BA.._S AI_f'UCAm._ TO

]SSA-_-92-1 _ 1 OF 2
INEL _dium Target Irrm_tiom intheSVXF

__ NuclearSafe_ A._=sa_mt Omcklist (Atmah_) applicable to
INEL Iridium Targ_ Irradiations in the SVXF

¢/qz
l,, i i , i i

SAFETY ASSESSMENT -PART A (Continued)

(I) There isnot an increasetotheriskofaccidentspreviouslyevaluatedintheSafetyAnalysis
Report(SAP,).

As discussedin theF_..RS,the experimentistoo farremoved from the core to presentany
re.activityconcernsand ismore than adequatelycooled. Thus normal irradiationof the

iridiumtargetsposesno risktothereactor.The onlyenvisionedfailuremode ofconsequence
isa ruptureof theoutercontainmentsleevetothe extentthata few of the iridiumpellets
couldbe releasedto the reactorcoolant.As discussedin the E,RS the potentialforthis

failureisextremelylow,thefailurewould not initiatea reactoraccidentand themost likely
consequencewould be thatthe releasedpelletsarc capturedon the inletcoolantstrainer.

Thus there is not an increase in risk to accidents previously evaluated in the safety analyses
report.

(2) There is not an increase to the risk of malfunction or failure of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the SAR.

As disc_ above, only failures of very low probability would release pellets into the re.actor
coolant. The most likely consequence of this remote failure would be capture of the pellets
on the coolant inlet strainer or perhaps a crevice in the heat exchangers (i.e., they would not
cause fuel clement flow blockage). It is extremely unlikely that if a pellet were to be released
from such a failure it would lodge in a control clement mechanism in such a manner as to
inhibit its motion and it is not considered cred_le that it would bind all four control elements.

Since the SAR considers that one control clement will fail to scram when required, and since
the failure and probability that the failure would bind a control clement is extremely unlikely,
there is no increase in risk of failure of equipment important to safety.

RRAP 3.2.4-2
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SAFETYASSESSMENT-PARTB (Continued)

(3) The possibility of any accidents not previously considered in the SAR will not bc created by
. thischange,.

As disc_ in(I)ancL(2),intheunlikelyeventa targetfailureweretooccur,thisfailure
wouldnotinitiatea reactoraccident.

(4) The poss_ilityofmalfunctionorfailureofequipmentimportanttosafety,willnotbecrated
bythischange(beyondwhathaspreviouslybeenconsideredinthe SAR).
Seeresponse(2).

SAFETY_- PART C (Continued)

(5) This item will not require a changeto the facilitytechnicalspecifications.
The condu_ of the _ent is in compliance with all HFIR Technical Specifications and
their bases. See Table I of ERS-HHR-92-1.

(6) The marginofsafetyasdefinedinthebasestothetechnicalspecificationswillnot be
reduced.

See response(5) above.

NuclearSafetyAu_ment _t Bas_
ESA-ttFIR-92-1 INEL Iridium Target Irradiatio_ In the SVXF

Pa_ 2of2

RRAP 3.2.4-2
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ATrA_ D

FABRICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR IRIDIUM IRRADIATION CAPSULES
FABRICATED AT INEL AND IRRADIATED AT ORNL

The requirements set forth herein apply to iridium irradiation capsules fabricated at Idaho

National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) and provided to Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

for use in productien of t_Ir. Such capsules may be fabricated specifically for ORNL or may be

provided from 6oups of capsules fabricated for use at both INEL and ORNL

The requirements are:

1. The capsules shall be fabricated in full compliance with the requirements specified by EG&G

Drawing Number 437576, original issue, titled ATR Outboard A and Inboard A&H 16"Iridium

Irradiation Capsule, except that the liquid penetrant impection specified in Note 3 of the said

drawing shall not be required.

2. The following additions requirements

a. INEL shall furnish a sample of each batch of aluminum material used in the subject

fabrication process. The sample shall be labeled with the QA number customarily used by

F_NELto identify the batch. The sample will be tested by ORNL per RRD-MS-52, Section 4,

to confirm the aluminum used in that batch of capsules conforms to the drawing

requirements.

b. INEL shall ultrasonically clean the capsule parts in acetone for 5 minutes followed by 5

minutes of cleaning in isopropyl alcohol using standard ANC-STD-7008 as a guide. All

handling of the parts after cleaning should be done using clean cloth gloves.

c. Prior to closure welding the capsules, INEL shall radiograph the entire length of each capsule

at 0 and 90 degrees per EG&G Procedure 9.1 Appendix 1, to emure the iridium pellets have

been satisfactorily loaded. Copies of the radiographs shall be submitted to ORNL as part of

the fabrication package (see lj. below).

d. INEL shall add a drying step to the fabrication process which is to be performed just prior

to closure welding the subject capsules. The capsules shall be dried at a minimum of 220

degrees Celsius for a minimum of 15 minutes. The intent is to remove any residual organic

volatiles remaining from the cleaning process.

e. Capsule welding shall be performed using INEL weld procedure specification A-2.0 and

_.rtinent sections of the INEL Weld Manual. IN'EL affirms that these procedures meet the

ASME requirements specified on the drawing.
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FABRICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR IRIDIUM IRRADIATION CAPSULES
FABRICATED AT INEL AND IRRADIATED AT OR.NL

Page 2 of 2_/_ pages

£ INEL shall perform a visual examination of each completed capsule according to EC,&G

Procedure CP9.6 Appendix 4.

g. INEL shall modify the Helium pressure test from the current nominal pressure of 500 psig

to a minimum pressure of 700 psig, and shall perform the helium leak test in a manner

acceptable to a quality inspector certified to approved EG&G standards.

h. INEL shall label each capsule transferre@ to ORNL with a unique identifying number of the

following pattern: OR-IR-011, OR-IR-012, ...OR-IR-XXX in sequence of delivery. NOTE:

The first 10 capsules, which have already been submitted to ORNL but are unlabeled, will

belabeledwiththefirstI0numbersinthesequencebyORNI,

i.Any nonconformancesordeviationsfromtheapprovedrequirementsshallbcsubmittedby

INEL toORNL forapprovalpriortoimplementation.

j.INEL shallprovidea lettercertifyingconformancetotherequirementsforeachgroupof

targetsfabricated,aswellasacompletefabricationpackagedocumentingimplementationof

therequirements.

ACCEPTED FOR INEL ACCEPTED FOR. ORNL

Date Date
S. E. Burnette, RRD

Date Date
R. W. Hobbs, RRD

Date ' Date
S. S. Hurt, RRD

Date
L.I-Lsmith, QD

Date
C. L. Ottinger, CTD
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_ EXHIBIT D
JUNE 10, 1993, MEMO R. W. HOBBS TO CRONE/FARRAR/WHALEY
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Internal Correspondence
-- , llll i i ii --

MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY ST'STEMS INC

June I0. 1.993

R. A. Crone
M. B. Fan'at

P. M. Whale).

Experiment _,ork End of Cycle 318

i

I. Scheduled in-vessel experiment configuration changes:

Target

Pr_sl)ion. Remove Insert Comments

No target work is
currently scheduled

Removable Beryllium

Posit h+n Remove Inser......._t Comments
RB IB MFE200J MF_ 200.1 Rotate 180 °

RB-SB MFE400J MFE 400J Index per l=ig, 1
Ref Procedures
OP 5.1 and 5.2



R A. Crone
M. B. Farrar
P M Whaler

Page 2
June I0, 1993

Permanent Beryllium

Posit ion Remove Insert Comments
IX_,.'XT. 3 1-1-92-12 1-1-92-20 See attached

IR.56, tR.57 IR-78, IR.79 memorandum from

ISVXF-5 1-1-92-11 1-1-92-13 C.L. Ottinger,
I.R.49. IR-50, IR-51 IR-72, IR.73, IR.74 dated June 10, 1993

IS%.'XF. 9 1-1-92-16 1-1-92-4

IR 53, IR-54, IR-55 IR-75, IR.76. IR-77

Pressure Vessel Surveillance Sites

Posl tx_n Remove Inser.__.._t Comments
Key 7 Slot 5 DOSe, 75 HB-4-A-79 Irradiation

completed. Requires
lowering of pool
water.

2. Experiment ahipments

There arc no scheduled palladium shtpments.

3. Matenats Irradiation Facihtv

See attached list from R. L. Wallace.

4 Gamma irradiat ions

Metals and C_.eramtcs Division (K. Farrell and S. T. Mahmood) have requested that the
gamma irradiation exI)eriment be transferred from the cold element to the hot fuel element

as soo_l as convenient. A second capsule (curre:",tl.v under review) may be attached to this
sample at this time, if approval is obtained. Record time and date of transfer in the reactor
shift supe_-isor's log b_ok.
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R. A. Crone
M. B. Farrar
P. M. Whale,,.

Page 3
June 10. 1993

5. Pneumatic Tube Facility Repair

Currently the EF-3 and VXF-7 pneumatic tubes are tagged out due to a_r leaks and
problems with a conductMt2,.'probe. It is critical to the ACD exper, menters that the leaks and
conductivity probe bc fixed during this outage.

R W. Hobbs. 7910, MS 6387 (4-8789)

RWH:pav

Attachment

cc: C.W. ,'Mexander

J. E. Bigelow

O L.C. EmersonH. A. Glovier
B. L. Lcpard
C. L Ottinger
R. B. Rothrock
R. L_Scnn
R. Wham

cc;att: S. E. Burnette

B,H. Cupp
R. D. Dabbs
T L. Fanche,

G. F. Flanagan
G. J. Hirtz
G. L Kickendahl
J E. L#_
A. W. Longest
J. T. Parks

L. P. Pugh
K. R. Thorns
R. L. Wallace
RRD CARTS
RRD-DCC RC
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EXHIBIT E

AUGUST 24, 1993, MEMO C. L. OTTINGER TO K. E. McCORMACK
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FEB 18 '94 18:38AM TRAMSURAI'_IUM P.2

+ i , : '_ i "°,e '. . , , V . ' '" ']_. i '
i i i .+ 0 +'

FEP.-I,8-1994 11.t36 FROM RE£EF4RCHRERCTORSDIU, TO 4498? P, ¢32

Internal Correspondence
p, _,,_ ....

lib - --

August 24, 1993 MimrtNlimlii'r'tA{l_l.ov livs'rlMt,i.c,

I,L E. McCorm.ck

Request/or F..tccptioalur 'mZrTia.=t'<_r

The exislintl iri_l_pm'iali,.m plan for t'2Ir iargett t'rom I-IFIK (Building 7910) lo lt_L (Building 3525)
specifies a minimum of Fivedaysbc_een d_chargefrom the r_a¢ior and transfer, This limll w_
derived [i:om the operatior= plan,which assumedthai transl_erwould b¢ made only after startup ot'
the foliuwint HFIR _.Tcle. Acitvity values for I+zItwere baed on conservativelyhLghproduction
estimates and on Ihe assumpetonof fl,.,¢daysdecay, Specifically, the ealculatiom were basedon
75,000 curies _t''_'Ir.

Following the _nd of Cycle 321. currentlyprojuciedtot the early A.M. oll September4, there will
bea 6.day shutdown,endit wouldb¢a distinctadvantsge¢omak_one tianmfetof'ztllr target,,during
the shutdown rather th_nwaiting until re=tari. The ir,rget mix ori ihb ¢y¢[¢contai= six t0.rleu that
havenot had the r, ll irradiation p¢riod, and, therefore, will noi containas much activity = rcsular
targets, There are also two lont.decay iarg¢_ from Cycle316. Cotls,:tively, th¢=¢eight InrgeiswJtl
contain approximately($2,000curies of l_[r and7,000curip-sof 19lit as of time or"shipment,a total
of 60,0(10 curi_s comp,red to ?5,000 curl= covered in the plan. "r%c thermal load will b¢
proportionatelyeven In'vet becauseof the lower energyof the £"Ir.

Approval for one *_li transfer tn Ix: made not carlier than 72 hours after end of C_c1¢321 Is
requmied, [f you approve,ple=_, sign bebw. It' you haw questiom please contactme at 4-6991(fax4-d008).

C. L. Oliinger, 7965B, MS.6385 (4.6991)

CLO:lp

co: E. D. Collins
L.I.Ga  uso

File
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EXHIBIT F

NOTES ON CRITIQUE OF HIGH RADIATION IN REACTOR BAY
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Not_ on Critique of High Radiation in Reactor Bay

September 7, 1993

1855 hours

O

There were two j_bs ongoing in the reactor bay at the time of the incident. One job involved I&C

personnel calibrating hydraulic rabbit facility instruments. Personnel involved in th_ job were Ken
Hardin. Willis Russell, and Kurt Light.

The other job consisted of loading the HR.L'EL carrier on a truck for shil)ment. There were four

pcrsc_L_nelin the rigging crew and one rigging supervisor, along with Lyn Clevenger, Ken Curtis, and
Bob Schoexffeld involved in this job.

At:cording to Clevenger. ,._,h_:nthe carrier was being tilted for loading, his chirper alarm went off
Immediately after that. the reactor bay monitrons began alarming, followed b), activation ,)f the
F'RMS alarm.

St)me personnel involsed in the I&C job stated they knew they hadn't done anything to cause the
alarm; Clevenger at first thought it was the crane alarm sounding.

The ;.arner loading job had started at about 1720.

HP Ken Curtis stated that he had surveyed the carrier prior to lifting. The ca'rier read 10 mr:tar on

the .,ides and 30 mr/hr on the top.

HP Roger Zicgler stated the car_icr had been loaded with 8 rods last night when he had surveyed
it. His readings were consistent with Curtis's reading and he further stated the carrier read

26 mr,tar on contact and 2 mr/hr at one foot from the bottom while lifting over the pool rail.

The rt_ers had tilted the carrier to approximately 30 degrees from vertical when personnel chirpers
started going off. It was approximately 2 feet off the reactor bay t'loor.

The _.outhcast reactor bay monitron alarmed first, followed by the north',,_est reactor bay monitron.

Si_,_rtiy after th_s. the chirper_ in the control room started alarming.

Schoenfeld ,also stated that the monitr_._n-salarmed sequentially, then the FRMS alarm actuated.

Zicgler stated that radiation !evcis last r_ight during the loading of the carrier with ma.,dmum reading
of 3-5 P,;'hr was observed _._,hile.purling rods into the carrier. After the door was closedf_atched, and
)_cforc the top hat _as installed on the carrier the dose rate.,, were approximately' 6013mr:hr.

C_c..eng_r .,,tatctt the ex.ent _,as "almost like something v_ent critical in the carrier, or sometb.in_ broke
ioo._e."
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Notes on Critique...
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The rigget's stated after the alarm sounded the carrigr was lowered until it was horizontally fiat on
the reactor bay floor.

Schoenfeld did not leave the bay immediatdy upon the alarm sounding. He continued to survey
around the carrier area.

HP .Mike Whittenbar_er wa._in the shift supervisor's or'rice _,.ht:n the FRMS alarm sounded. He went
to the I-IP office to get a sur_ev meter. Conaway already had obtained a meter from the control
room and they both entered the reactor hay. As they entered the reactor bay, Ken Curtis was
directing personnel out of the bay. Conaway set the carrier upright on its end. The radiation levels
decreased to approximately 5 R,'hr at apptoxirn'ately 5 feet from the carrier, south and east of tlae
cazri_:r.

Whittcnharger left and went to the primary heat exchanger col| entrance area and performed
radiatk_n _urveys which were normal.

Scht_nt'eld and Cona_,av were the last ones out of the reactor bay (approximately 3-5 minutes after
the FRNIS alarm sounded).

Upot_ returning from the heat exchanger arc:a, Whittcnbarger '_:nt to the st:cond floor and ran into
C_na_'ay and Schoenfetd v,ho were evacuating the building.

Whittenbarger ,,vent to the control room _here Clevenger was monitoring the FRMS panel.

The carrier is presently resting with one corner on a 3t8" diameter lilting sling.

In the control room, Cle,_cnget' cleared tl_e f:'RMS alarm modules, thereby stopping the evacuation
signal The FRNIS recorder read as follows: point 6, in "high" alarm, approximately 28 mrhar; point
7. in "caution" alarm, apprt_ximately !1 mt/hr; all other readings were normal.

Clevenger and Whittenbarger were the last ones to evacuate the control room, approximately 5-10
minutes after the FILMS alarm had sounded.i

bltke Farrar made an all area PA announcement of the situation at_d activated the R,RD Emergen%'
Rc._p_mse Team.

The prc,cedure to load the carrier on tht: truck was being followed at the time of the event.

I&c? tt'chni_i;tn. Randy W_:lch. stated the alarm was not audible in the I&C shop. The PA
ann_uncemcnt clarified the situation.
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PLAN FOR UNLOADING AND INVESTIGATION OF t92IR FROM THE
6-1h INCH HRLEL CASK IN BUILDING 3047

I INTRODUCTION

The Chemical Technology Division (CTD) of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
plans to receive the 6-Ih inch HRLEL Cask containing seven (7) 1921rtargets in its Radioisotopes
Development Laboratory, Building 3047, from the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) to remove
the apparently damaged 1921rtarget(s) from the cask, perform an initial inspection of the targets,
and transload the targets for transfer to HRLEL The seven (7) targets contain a total of
approximately 45,000 curies of l_Ir. This plan is prepared in accordance with Health Physics
Procedure Number 6.2, Rev. 2, Personnel Exposure Control.

2 PROCEDURE

The detailed procedure for this operation is described in procedure RDP-740, Building
3047 HRLEL Cask Unloading Procedure, and includes the following major operations:

2.1 receipt of the cask at Building 3047,

2.2 transfer of the cask into the cell at Building 3047.

2.3 removal of the top plug of the cask.

2.4 removal of the l_Ir-containing basket from the cask,

2.5 preliminary inspection of the basket and 19:Ir rods contained in it. and

2.6 transfer of the l_-Ir rods and basket to a cask for transfer to Building 3525 for final
examination, unloading, and disposal.

3 RADIC, LOGICAL CONSIDEtLATIONS

3.1 Previous Experience

There has been no explicit previous experience with this particular case in Building
3047, e.g. a situation in which a ruptured tg"-lrtarget was recovered from a cask.
However, many similar situations of recovery-for-processing of not-ruptured 192Ir
and europium targets have been conducted. Previous 192Iroperations performed
in the facility have been conducted withc, ut mishap or excessive radiation exposure
to operating personnel. Other similar operations to this include handling of _Sr
and 137CsWaste Encapsulation Storage Facility (WESF) capsules containing up to
90.000 and 47,000 Ci of material respectively. These operations are comparable in
expected radiation complexity and can be used as examples to predict expected
radiation dose rates in the operating area of-the Building 3047 cells.

2
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3.2 Source

The source is a basket containing seven (7) irradiated iridium rods containing
approximately 45,000 Ci l_Ir. At least one of the rods is believed to be ruptured
and has apparently released some of its contained material into the transfer cask.
The cask is poorly designed for containment of radioactive material and has
apparently released some of this material outside.

3.3 Cask Shielding

Nominal cask shielding is approximately eight (8) inches of lead and, for normal
transfer operations, is more than adequate. This has been demonstrated by many
such transfers of this material in this cask. A special lead shielded (3-1/2in. thick)
"shield pan" has been designed, built, and attached to the bottom of the cask to
prevent additional material from escaping from the cask and to shield that which is
already present. This "shield pan"weighs approximately 1440 pounds and is
attached to the bottom of the cask with chains. Additional lead shielding has been
added to the sides and lip of the "shield pan" to prevent streaming and radiation
leakage. There is no guarantee that additional material will not escape from the
ruptured target rod and find its way down into the bottom of the cask and shield
pan in handling operations in the transport of the cask to Building 3047.
Calculations indicate that the 3-'/2 inches of lead shielding in the pan will protect
from excessive radiation exposure from the bottom of the pan in the event of loss
of the entire 45,000 Ci of material in the rods. Radiation readings are expected to
be approximately 100 mrem/h at one meter from the bottom of the cask in this
situation. Calculations also indicate that streaming of radiation from a crack
between the bottom of the cask and the pan which could open during lifting
operations is a matter for additional consideration, however. The radiation must
escape through a torturous path, i.e. a very small crack estimated not to exceed
0.010 in. thick, and the equivalent of approximately 1/s-inchof lead shielding exists
at this crack. This is an area of special concern during the transportation phase of
this operation and during the initial operations of off-loading the cask and
transferring it to the hot cell in Building 3047. Calculations indicate that the
radiation readings during this situation could reach 1 rera/h at one meter from the
cask. Special precautions and radiation protection measures have been taken to
avoid exposure from this potential source. Special precautions have also been
taken in accident avoidance and for prevention of release of material and can be
found in the transportation plan for this movement. The radiation protection
measures include:

3.3.1 precautionary inspections and tightening, as required, of the chains holding
the "shield pan" to the bottom of the cask after each movement or lift of
the cask,

3.3.2 movement of the cask on a Sunday morning when the ORNL population is
at a minimum,
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3.3.3 a precautionary sweep of the roads over which the cask will travel to
ascertain that personnel are not in or along the path of the transport
vehicle,

3.3.4 inclusion of three (3) Radiation Protection (RP) personnel with radiation
detection instruments in the lead vehicle, the transport vehicle, and the
following escort vehicle when the cask is moved,

3.3.5 alarming dosimetry, in addition to self reading dosimeters and TLD badges,
will be worn by all personnel involved with the movement of the cask,

3.3.6 radiation detection instruments will be emplaced on the vehicle bed which
can be read with binoculars during the transport operations,

3.3.7 personnel will be instructed to avoid contact with and the remain as far
away from the cask as possible in all transfer operations and to be
especially mindful of the potential for streaming from the crack at the base
of the cask,

3.3.8 emplacement of temporary lead shielding on the transport vehicles which
could be used in the event necessary,

3.3.9 other measures may be taken as deemed necessary by RP personnel at the
time of movement, including addition of additional portable shielding, etc.,
and

3.3.10 the ORNL Emergency Operations Center (ORNL-EOC) will be
operational during the movement, unloading from the transport vehicle,
and emplacement of the cask into the hot cell in Building 3047.

3.4 Cell Shielding

The Building 3047 cell has nominal shielding of 3-ft of barytes concrete and is
capable of handling much more material than proposed for this operation. The
cell does have an in-cell telescope for examination of materials. The exposure
through this telescope opening is expected to be approximately 10 mrem/h with a
working level dose of approximately 1 mrem/h with the source in the normal
working position. However, during periods in which the source is moved about the
cell, especially when being unloaded from the cask and when being loaded into
another cask for transfer to Building 3525, the radiation dose could exceed 50
mrem/h at the telescope opening and 5 mrem/h in the working area. The radiation .
readings from the telescope opening are above head level and to the right of the
cell window. We believe the expected dose rates are manageable and will not
pose a problem to working personnel. Unnecessary personnel will be prohibited
from the working area during the movement of the source in the cell and all
operations will be continuously monitored by RP personnel. The area will be
posted as a radiation area if determined necessary, by RP personnel. Visitors will
be limited to those times when the source is in the cask or on the cell tray.
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3.5 Expected Dose Rates

3.5.1 Initial Off-Loading and Transfer Into Hot Cell

Estimated time for operations: 4 hours

Estimated maximum dose rate in working area: 100 mrem/h t

Maximum dose to a single individual as a result of this operation: 40 mrem

Total personnel involved in the operation:

CTD, RP, and P&E personnel: 20 2
Visitor (DOE and DOE Contractor): ...A.4

Maximum dose expected to visitor personnel: 4 mrem

Average dose expected to CTD, RP, and P&E personnel: 10 mrem

Total dose to all personnel: 216 mrem

3.5.2Initial Examination of Source

Estimated time for operations: 16 hours

Estimated maximum dose rate in working area: 1 mrem/h

Maximum dose to an individual as a result of this operation: 10 mrem

Total personnel involved in the operation:

CTD and RP personnel: 10 3
Visitor (DOE and DOE Contractor): 1_._0_0

Maximum dose expected to visitor personnel: 4 mrem

Average dose expected to CTD and RP personnel: 8 mrem

Total dose to all personnel: 120 mrem

i Maximum dose rate to individual is expected to be encountered inside the Building 3047
Cell.

: Includes four (4) RP personnel and five (5) P&E personnel.

3 Includes four (4) RP personnel.
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3.5.3 Transfer of Source to Cask for Transport to Building 3525

Estimated time for operations: 4 hours

Estimated maximum dose rate in working area: 100 mrem/h t

Maximum dose to an individual as a result of this operation: 10 mrem

Total personnel involved in the operation:

CTD and RP personnel: 1_..0.0
Visitor (DOE and DOE Contractor):

Maximum dose expected to visitor personnel: 4 mrem

Average dose expected to _ personnel: 8 mrem

Total dose to all personnel: 88 mrem

4 ALARA CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Time, Distance, and Shielding Considerations

Because hot cell operations are operations in which only trained, experienced
workers can be used, there appears little which can be done to reduce the number
of the C173 work force in the area below the stated levels. However, visitors can
and must be limited. The following restrictions and requirements will be enforced:

4.1.1 A pre-operational briefing will be conducted each day before beginning any
operations in this recovery operation.

4.1.2 All personnel, including visitors, will wear appropriate dosimetry including
TLD and a self-reading dosimeter.

4.1.3 All personnel will spend only the minimum time necessary in the vicinity of
the cask to complete work assignments.

4.1.4 RP personnel will be posted at the entrance to the area and will check all
visitors during the initial phases of the work. This post will be eliminated
at the discretion and agreement of the facility supervisor, facility manager,
and the RP Area Supervisor.

4.1.5 All unnecessary personnel will be prohibited from the area during the cask
unloading of the cask from the transport vehicle and loading it into the hot
cell in Building 3047.
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4.1.6 One CTD person will be posted at the work site at Building 3047 with a
radio to inform the EOC of conditions and work progress duringunloading
of the cask from the transport vehicle and loading it into the hot cell in
Building 3047. The area will be cleared of all non-essential personnel
except the Building 3047 work force, P&E personnel, and RP personnel.

4.1.7 RP personnel will monitor visitor dose accumulation and keep the facility
supervisor and facility manager informed. If close exceeds the guidelines
stated in this plan additional protective measures will be invoked to limit
visitor personnel access to the area.

4.1.8 In no case will operations personnel dose accumulation be allowed to
exceed the ORNL ALARA guidelines under normal circumstances.

4.1.9 All personnel will be advised of the potential for streaming from the
bottom of the cask in the pre-operational briefing and advised to remain as
far away from the cask as performing their duties will permit. Special
emphasis will be placed on remaining above or away from the bottom
section of the cask.

_ 4.2 Contamination Considerations

There does not appear to be a contamination control problem associated with
transfer and handling of this cask for the operations described here. Recovery of
the cask is anticipated to be an operation consistent with usual operations in the
Building 3047 hot cells and are therefore not discussed here. Tl_.econtamination
of the cask will be assessed in accordance with the procedure referenced in
Section 2 of this plan and requirements in the Transportation Plan for this
movement. Should any unexpected contamination occur during transport and/or
unloading and emplacement into the hot cell, the situation will be assessed by the
facility supervisor, the facility manager, and RP personnel and appropriate actions
taken as required. Unnecessary visitor personnel are prohibited from being in the
area during these operations.

4.3 ALARA Dose Goals

ALARA dose goals are set as stated in Section 3.5 of this plan. RP personnel will
monitor visitor dose accumulation and keep the facility supervisor and facility
manager informed. If dose exceeds the guidelines stated in this plan additional
protective measures will be invoked to limit visitor personnel access to the area.

°

In no case will operations personnel dose a_umulation be allowed to exceed the
ORNL ALARA guidelines under expected circumstances. Should an unexpected
situation arise, exceeding ORNL AI.ARA guidelines will be exceeded only after
appropriate approval is obtained.

o
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4.4 Records and Followup

Records of dose rates measured during these operations, along with related
information such as distance from the cask, distance from the cell wall, position Of
the source, etc., and job conditions, will be recorded during the operations.
results from self-reading dosimeters, together with related information, will also be
recorded at various points of interest during the operation. A followup meeting
will be held with the principalworkers, the attending RP personnel, and other
interested parties to record any observations or further information of radiological
interest. These observations will be a permanent record of the facility in which the
work took place.

5 REFERENCES

5.1 Health Physics Procedure Number 3.1, Rev. 2, September 3, 1993, Radiation
Protection Standards

5.2 Health Physics Procedure Number 6.1, Rev. 1, November 15, 1990,ALARA
Radiation Protection Program

5.3 Health Physics Procedure Number 6.2, Rev. 2, November 5, 1990, Personnel
Exposure Control
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EXHIBIT H

PRESENTATION ON CASK TRANSPORT
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Objectives of Cask Transfer

1. Safety of Personnel
k/!

2. Protection of Environment

3. Transfer of Cask into Hot Cell at 3047



Safety and Transfer Requirements

Ap:o 1. proval Transportation Plan

2. Approval Tie-down Plan

3. Personnel briefed on RequireJnents
(Review Transportation Plan)
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SHIELD PAN INSTALLATION
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September ZS. i c_Q3
Pa_e ! or._

Checksheet* for Transportation from HFIR to Building 304",

No. Item Initial:Date
.,

PRESHEPMENT

1. The pan is securely attached to the bottom of the cask per
recommendation of Transportation Safety. Committee.

, i , , ,.l i ,, ,,, ,,

2. A latex seal has been applied to the pan and cask.

3. The trailer being used for this transfer is a tandem-axle,
dropdeck t2,.'petrailer, tag no. 82939.

4. The vehicle inspection record has been verified to be current.
)

5. A shielding block has been secured to the transfer trailer in
front of the closure opening on the bottom of the cask.

I' 6. Scheduling has been completed for loading and transfer

• operations at HFIR and unloading at Building 3047.

". The transport vehicle and trailer successfully passed a safety, i
lane inspection.

8. Shipping papers have been initiated and instructions provided to
the HFIR shift supervisor based on communications with CTD
and M&C.

9. Sealant tape has been applied to closure paths on the locking
devices and the closure cylinder on the bottom section of the
cask.

10. Sealant tape has been applied to the matting surface of the top
hat.

11. Radiation and contamination checks are performed prior to
loading cask on trailer.

12. An approved and properi.v signed Tie-Down Plan is i.n place.

13. The closure opening at the bottom of the cask has been
positioned towards the rear of the vehicle.

14. The tie-down of the cask to the trailer has been completed per
approved plan.

i._. Detailed radiation and contaminatior, surve_s have been

completed after loading cask onto trailer.

T"'is _or--r,.,h,:_1_ixe,:!:eckh",.'t xx_'..: ,J_'.cio_2" •, .,._._,.:a :l --:l:,r.-': "'- • s

_ransportauon p_asl are satisfied.
132
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September 28. 1993
Page 2 of 4

Checksheet* for Transportation from HFIR to Building 3047

No. Item Initial/Date
,i , i

16. The tie-down of the cask has been inspected and approved by
QE&I.

,,,t ,

17. Vehicle/cask labels and placecards have been properly prepared. |..i

18. Memoranda are used to transmit schedules, target designations.

quantities, and other required information from M&C and/or
CTD to the RRD transportation coordinator and from the
transportation coordinator to the HFIR shift supervisor.

,,

19. A dry-run of transfer evolution has been conducted with the

principle parties.

DAY OF SHIPMENT PRIOR TO TRANSFER

20. Complete a detailed radiation and contamination survey of the
cask.

,,,,

21. The container has been wrapped in plastic material.

22. Results of the above surveys have been given to all personnel
who will accompany the cask on its route to the hot cell.

23. All personnel in the transport vehicle and escort vehicles have
been provided with self-alarming dosimeters for use during this
transport.

24. The driver has been verified to be DOT qualified.

25. The trailer has a minimum of two radiation detectors set at

approximately the boundary, of the trailer that can be read with
binoculars from the following escort vehicle.

26. All personnel who are accompanying the escort vehicles and the
truck driver will be briefed in emergency response requirements
outlined in section 6.10 of the transporation plan.

27. A securit3' survey of the route and blocking of unsecured roads
has been completed. Nonessential personnel have been
evacuated.

28. The cask will only be shipped when weather is dry.
m

29. The emergency operations Center (EOC) will be staffed during
this event to provide rapid emergency response if needed.

• [hit comr_rehensive check._he-,', ,as i, ;,::o':ad "..o -nstzre ati ,-:_c;re'v...',;: " ':.

trm_smonatlon ptm_ are satisfiea.
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September 28. 1993
Page 3 of 4

Cheeksheet" for Transportation from HFIR to Building 3047

No. Item Initial/Date

D_G SHIPM'FNT

30. This transfer is being made only between 6:00 p.m. and dark on
normal work days/or on Saturday or Sunday based on prior
notice to and approval by the Laboratory. shift supervisor and
Transportation Operations Management.

Day/time of shipment (see note)

31. The transport vehicle and trailer will be maintained in the
middle of the road to minimize the effects of an',' potholes or
breaks in the road surface.

_2. Speed will be limited to 10 miles per hour at all times.

33. The RRD supervisor-in-charge will escort the transfer in a
separate leading vehicle equipped with two-way communication
with the transport vehicle.

34. The RPT representatives ,,,,'illaccompany the transfer, in the
lead vehicle, the transport vehicle and in the following escort
vehicle.

35 Maintain approximately 100 feet separation distance between
vehicles. At each schedule stop, RP will check the radiation
readin_,s on the survey.

Note: The evolution xvili be completed on Sunday momint, in order to minimize evaucation
efforts for unnecessary' personnel if an accident occurs dunng the transport or" this
material.

" This comprehensive checksheet was developed to ensure all requirements of the
"7:!I 5-,,l'[:i;IOfl D[_n ::re ',,it,_,."_.
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September Z$. 1993
Page 4 of 4

Check, sheet* for Transportation from HFIR to Building 3047

No. Item Initial/Date

36. Exit the HFIR loading area and proceed to the 7900-area gate:
stop.

Clear vehicle and personnel for exit, then proceed via the HFIR
access road to the intersection with Melton Valley Drive: stop.

Turn left onto Melton Valley Drive and proceed to the bridge;
stop.

Proceed across the bridge with utmost caution: stop.

Turn right onto Lagoon Road and proceed to West Portal: stop.

Clear personnel and vehicles through West Portal, then proceed
east along Central Avenue to Fifth Street; stop.

Turn left onto Fifth Street and enter the Building 3047 loading
area on the south side: the CTD supervisor-in-charge will direct
positioning of the vehicle for off-loading.

i

37. Initial date on quality,, form, and other descriptive information
are entered on the forms by the RRD transportation coordinator,
then the forms are completed by appropriate personnel as the
operation proceeds.

|,

38. Shipment has been received at Building 3047.

Y1.:_ c-,,'-'.t_re!:ensive "i'e:i,<h.'::: ',.',,.,, devclor, c" '<' ,.::ure ','l_ ,'._c._irc:l_e" "" ":.c

_ransDonation ptan are sattsIie.d. 135
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CONVOYASSIGNMENTS
(Dry RunandSundayTransfer)

SECURITYVEHICLE

LEADVEHICLE

DaveMcGinty-Driver
RogerDavis-LeadHP
CallSign: "UNITONE"

TRANSFERVEHICLE/TRAILER

- JohnDavis-Driver
DavidCraft-HP

CallSign:"UNITTWO"

TRAILVEHICLE

JohnDixon-Driver
KenCurtis-HP

CallSign:"UNITTHREE"
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PLAN FOR CASK TRANSFER

(CORRECTED COPY)

Radio Net KIN-294 will be used for this operation.

Individual stations will be identified, as follows:

CALL SIGN IDENTIFICAT_0N

"UNIT ONE" Convoy Commander (Dave McGinty)
in the Lead Vehicle

"UNIT TWO" Transfer Trailer (Cask Transporter)

"UNIT THREE" Trail Vehicle

"BASE" ORNL Emergency Operations Center

The convoy commander will transmit radio messages to the EOC in the

following format: "UNIT ONE to BASE, convoy is moving, the package
has cleared seventy-nine hundred truck bay."

To insure that the message was correctly understood, the EOC radio

operator will repeat the message content, as follows: "BASE to UNIT

ONE, convoy is moving, the package has cleared seventy-nine hundred
truck bay."

If the feedback was correct, the convoy commander will say: "UNIT

ONE, roger." If the feedback was incorrect, the convoy commander
must transmit the whole message again.

The use of codewords, acronyms and abbreviations will be minimized

in radio transmissions. Plain English will be maximized. For this

operation, the cask containing the iridium-192 targets will be
referred to as "the package."

The convoy commander will notify the EOC when "the package" reaches
each of the following points on the route:

+ Exiting 7900 truck bay,

+ Clearing Post 19-B (Security Gate to 7900 area),

+ Turning left off of HFIR Access Road on to Melton Valley Road,

+ Arriving at east end of 7500 Bridge (White Oak Creek),

+ Clearing the west end of 7500 Bridge,

+ Turning right on to Lagoon Road,

- ._i_i'.".._ cu_ide the ;;_s_ ._---_,

- .3_ei:__nc the _;e_ -_---_ ,
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(CORRECTED COPY)

+ Turning left from Central Avenue on to Fifth Street,

+ Entering Isotope Circle on the south side of Building 3047,

+ Transfer trailer placed in position for off-loading of cask,

+ Rigging secured for off-loading of cask,

+ Off-loading complete outside 3047,

+ Cask placed inside Building 3047.

NOTE: From this point on until the cask is secured inside Cell 3,

Brad Patton will provide telephonic reports to the EOC (Phone

6-8718 or 6-8719) from inside Building 3047. Patton plans to maintain
an open line with the EOC, but if for some reason the call is discon-

nected, it will be his responsibility to reestablish the phone link.

The Fire Department and Security Patrol will operate on their own net,
KIN-295. Messages to and from them will be relayed through "BASE."

####
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